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Abstract
In this paper we introduce the following new ingredients: (1) rework on part of the
Lagrangian surgery theory; (2) constructions of Lagrangian cobordisms on product
symplectic manifolds; (3) extending Biran-Cornea Lagrangian cobordism theory to
the immersed category.
As a result, we manifest Seidel’s exact sequences (both the Lagrangian version and
the symplectomorphism version), as well as Wehrheim-Woodward’s family Dehn twist
sequence (including the codimension-1 case missing in the literature) as consequences
of our surgery/cobordism constructions.
Moreover, we obtain an expression of the autoequivalence of Fukaya category in-
duced by Dehn twists along Lagrangian RPn, CPn andHPn, which matches Huybrechts-
Thomas’s mirror prediction of the CPn case modulo connecting maps. We also prove
the split generation of any symplectomorphism by Dehn twists in ADE-type Milnor
fibers.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Motivations and overview
The celebrated Lagrangian cobordism theory introduced by Biran and Cornea in their
sequel papers [6][7][8] has achieved great success encapsulating information of the trian-
gulated structures of the Fukaya category. A particularly attractive application is that
they establish the long-expected relation between Lagrangian surgeries [17][20] and the
mapping cones in Fukaya categories.
A primary purpose of this paper is to revisit such surgery-cobordism relations with
emphasis on applications to Dehn twists. The underlying philosophy of our approach is
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to understand the functors between Fukaya categories via Lagrangian cobordisms. This
functor-level point of view has been exploited in several other contexts by many authors
[32][33][13] [3] etc.
We explore this direction through the eyes of Lagrangian cobordisms and correson-
dences. Intuitively, one may regard Lagrangian correspondences as symplectic mirrors of
kernels of Fourier-Mukai transforms. The observation is, almost all exact sequences involv-
ing Lagrangian Dehn twists can be interpreted as cone relations between these “kernels”.
Explicitly, Lagrangian cobordism constructions geometrically realize all these cones on the
correspondence level and provides a completely analogous picture on the symplectic side,
versus various twist constructions on derived categories. This point of view greatly sim-
plifies the proof of several known exact sequences and leads to new cone relations in Floer
theory such as Lagrangian CPn-twists, verifying a conjecture due to Huybrechts-Thomas.
To this end, much work needs to be done on the general geometric framework. We first
reconstructed and extended the well-known Lagrangian surgery from connected sums to
fiber sums, using a coordinate-free approach. The construction is intentionally designed
to have many variants for our applications and future exploration. Also, we extended
Biran-Cornea’s Lagrangian cobordism formalism to the immersed category. This last part
also contains new ingredients: we adapted a bottleneck trick from [7] to immersed cases,
which achieves compactness in some cases when the infinity ends are not even cylindrical.
1.2 Flow surgeries and flow handles
Recall that for two Lagrangians L1&L2 “ txu, their Lagrangian surgery at x is given by
adding an explicit Lagrangian handle in the Darboux chart [17][20]. Then a Lagrangian
cobordism can be obtained by using “half” of a Lagrangian handle of one dimension higher
[6]. This line of thoughts has led to remarkable breakthroughs in both constructions of
new examples of Lagrangian submanifolds and cobordism theory.
To implement this construction to Lagrangian “fiber sums” (surgery along clean in-
tersections), the patching of local models requires more delicate consideration on the
connection of normal bundles. On top of that, in most of our applications, the main
difficulty is to show that the resulting manifold is Hamiltonian isotopic to certain given
Lagrangians, usually those obtained by Lagrangian Dehn twists.
Our basic idea to solve both problems at once is to use a reparametrized geodesic flow,
mimicking the original construction of Dehn twist by Seidel, to produce a new Lagrangian
surgery operation called the flow surgery (See Section 2.2). This flow surgery recovers the
usual Lagrangian surgery when the auxiliary data is chosen appropriately, but has much
better flexibility. For example, the resulting Lagrangian handle needs not be diffeomorphic
to a puntured ball (or a bundle with punctured-ball fibers in the clean surgery case).
Moreover, the Biran-Cornea’s cobordism construction via surgeries fits into this framework
easily as well.
The main examples we have are the following (see Section 3 and 7.3 for relevant
definitions).
Theorem 1.1. Let Sn ĂM be a Lagrangian sphere and S ĂM be a Lagrangian subman-
ifold diffeomorphic to either RPn, CPn or HPn. Let τSn and τS denote the correspond-
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ing Dehn twists. One has the following surgery equalities up to hamiltonian isotopies in
M ˆM´:
(1) pSn ˆ pSnq´q#∆M “ Graphpτ´1Sn q,
(2) rC#∆M “ Graphpτ´1C q, where C ĂM is a spherically coisotropic submanifold.
(3) pS ˆ S´q#pS ˆ S´q#∆M “ Graphpτ´1S q,
(4) S#pS#Lq “ Sí#L “ τSpLq for any Lagrangian L. Here Sí is an immersed La-
grangian sphere associated to S.
(5) rCP# rCP#∆M “ Graphpτ´1CP q, where CP Ă M is a projectively coisotropic submani-
fold.
The surgery equalities immediately lead to the existence of corresponding Lagrangian
cobordisms. Note that in case (1), a similar cobordism construction was established in [3]
using Lefschetz fibrations independently.
Remark 1.2. Formal proofs will only be given in the case of Sn and CPn, since HPn
and RPn cases will follow from the proof of CPn word-by-word. The common feature we
used for these manifolds we used is the existence of a metric gS of the following property:
for any point x P S, the injectivity radius x equals pi, and SzBxppiq is a smooth closed
submanifold.
We also include a detailed discussion on gradings involved in Lagrangian surgeries.
This benefits us in two aspects: we use a grading assumption to exclude bubblings in
immersed Floer theory (Section 7.1), and it allows us to compute the connecting maps
later on (Section 8). But we emphasize the grading is a vital part of the foundation of
Lagrangian surgeries for an intrinsic reason. Consider the simple case when all involved
Lagrangians are Z-graded and embedded, according to the cone relation proved in [6],
the algebra instructs a surgery happen only at degree zero cocycles. This principle was
noticed first by Paul Seidel [23].
Such a principle interprets several known phenomena in a uniform way. First of all the
positive and negative surgeries at the same point should be viewed as two different cones
ConepL0 cÝÑ L1q and ConepL1r´ns c
_r´nsÝÝÝÝÑ L0q, which are apriori very different. When
the resolved intersections have mixed degrees, in many cases this leads to obstructions
in Floer theory, as exemplified in [12, Chapter 10]. In better situations when resolved
intersections have zero degree mod N , the surgery at least results in collapse of gradings,
which can also be checked directly on the Maslov classes.
As for our applications, we extend this principle to clean surgeries. The upshot is that,
for two graded Lagrangians with L0XL1 “ D being a clean intersection with zero Maslov
index, L1 and L0rdimpDq ` 1s can be glued as a graded Lagrangian. This matches well
with predictions from homological algebra dictated by Lagrangian Floer theory with clean
intersections [12]. It also extends the surgery exact sequence to clean intersection case.
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1.3 Cone relations in functor categories via Lagrangian cobordisms
From the surgery equalities in Theorem 1.1 and the corresponding cobordisms, we im-
mediately recover Seidel’s exact sequence and Wehrheim-Woodward’s family Dehn twist
sequence on the functor level, assuming all exactness/monotonicity conditions discussed
in Section 6:
Theorem 1.3 (see [33]). When Sn Ă M is a Lagrangian sphere, there is a cone in the
AutpTwFukpMqq that
hompSn,´q b Sn // id

τSn
r1s
gg
(1.1)
When C ĂM be a spherically coisotropic submanifold, there is a cone in AutpTwFukpMqq
that
Ct ˝ C // id

τC
r1s
cc (1.2)
New information is obtained through our methods. In the Lagrangian sphere case, as
pointed out to us by Octav Cornea, since our proof does not involve any energy estimates, it
shows that Seidel’s exact sequence holds over Z{2Z in monotone cases, versus over Novikov
rings in the literature. For the family Dehn twist case, in addition to the improvement
in coefficients, we also cover the coisotropic dimension one case when pi1pMq “ 1. For
other symplectic manifolds, our method reduces the problem of proving exact sequences to
checking the exactness/monotonicity condition for codimension one spherically coisotropic
manifolds, which is way more concrete.
In another direction, since our construction holds for arbitrary symplectic manifolds,
when combined with the general framework due to Fukaya-Oh-Ohta-Ono [12], it yields
a proof of Seidel’s exact sequence in arbitrary symplectic manifold. This is part of an
ongoing work [38].
As a consequence of the cone relations in functor categories, we also consider the
auto-equivalences of AutpFukpW qq, for W a Milnor fiber of ADE-type singularities (The
generalization of the result from A-type singularities to DE-type singularities was sug-
gested to us by Ailsa Keating). In [23][26] it was proved that FukpW q is split generated by
the vanishing cycles. Moreover, in [16] it is shown that there is a braid group embedded
into SympcpW q when W is an An-Milnor fiber induced by Dehn twists along the stan-
dard vanishing cycles. It is natural to ask whether this braid group indeed is the whole
mapping class group, i.e. pi0pSympcpW qq. In 4-dimensional cases, the explicit topology
of the whole SympcpW 4q can be completely understood [11][37], thus establishing the
isomorphism pi0pSympcpW 4qq “ Brn`1.
The situation in higher dimension, however, is much more complicated: it is still a
widely open problem whether pi0HamcpB2mq “ t1u for m ě 3. On the other hand, [10]
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showed that there exists exotic parametrization of the sphere itself, so that the Dehn twist
along the exotic parametrization already gives a symplectomorphism which is different
from the standard Dehn twists (although a priori it is still unclear if it isotropic to a
composition of Dehn twists in ADE-type Milnor fiber). In light of this result, it seems
hard to expect in dimensioną 4 a similar nice description of pi0pSympcpW 4qq “ Brn`1 as
in low dimensions.
As a consequence, we turn to a categorical reduction of the problem. In other words,
we consider
Question 1.4. Does every φ P SympcpW q induce an autoequivalence Φφ P AutpFukpW qq
which is isomorphic to one that is induced by a composition of Dehn twists along vanishing
cycles?
We are able to prove a weaker version of Question 1.4, which is a reminiscence of
Seidel’s split generation result of vanishing cycles, as well as the fully faithfulness of M’au-
Wehrheim-Woodward’s A8-functor in certain subcategories, proved in [2][13].
Theorem 1.5 (Theorem 9.5). Let W be a Milnor fiber of an ADE-type singularity. For
any compactly supported symplectomorphism φ P SympcpW q, Φφ P DpiAutpFukpW qq is
split generated by functors induced by Lagrangian Dehn twists along the standard vanishing
cycles and their compositions.
1.4 The Huybrechts-Thomas conjecture and projective twists
There is a natural extension of Dehn twists construction along spheres to arbitrary rank-
one symmetric spaces, which is known for a long time. As Seidel discovered the long exact
sequence associated to a Dehn twist along spheres, the spherical twists, as the mirror auto-
equivalences, also received much attention [30]. Also, such a cone relation on the A-side
has become a foundational tool in the study of homological mirror symmetry, especially
in the Picard-Lefschetz theory [26].
It has long been curious since that, what the auto-equivalence corresponding to the
Dehn twists along a rank-one symmetric space is. On the B-side, Huybrechts-Thomas
[15] defined Pn-objects on derived categories of smooth algebraic varieties, as well as a
corresponding new auto-equivalence called the Pn-twist. They then conjectured the Pn-
twist is exactly the mirror auto-equivalence of the one induced by a Dehn twist along
Lagrangian CPn on the Fukaya categories. Richard Harris studied the problem in A8
contexts and formulated the corresponding algebraic twist on A-side [14]. The only missing
link to the actual geometry of Lagrangian submanifolds, remains unproved for years.
As an application of the surgery equalities in Theorem 1.1, we show:
Theorem 1.6. Let S ĂM be a Lagrangian CPn, and L ĂM a Lagrangian submanifold.
Then Huybrechts-Thomas conjecture is true up to determination of connecting maps.
The proof of Theorem 1.6 follows from the construction of a cobordism representing
an iterated cone on the functor level, see Theorem 1.1 and Lemma 4.20. Our method
applies well on RPn or HPn, and should extend to other Lagrangians whose geodesics are
closed with rational proportions such as Cayley plane or their finite covers. These are
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supposed to be the mirror of Pn-like objects except for a change in gradings for non-trivial
self-hom’s. A family version of projective twist is also given, see Theorem 9.4.
Remark 1.7. While it is not difficult to find examples of Lagrangian RPn in problems
in symplectic topology [31][37], the search of interesting examples of Lagrangian CPn is
more intriguing. In [15] the authors suggested several sources of Pn-objects in derived
categories. An interesting instance is given by pull-back sheaves of a Lagrangian fibration
on a hyperka¨hler manifold. From the SYZ point of view, this should correspond to a
Lagrangian CPn section on the SYZ mirror. While the role of Pn objects on either side
of mirror symmetry remains widely open so far, it is interesting to know whether such
objects split generate either side of mirror symmetry.
Remark 1.8. In a different direction, the Pn-cone relation should be interested in un-
derstanding some basic problems in symplectic topology, such as mapping class groups of
a symplectic manifold and the search of exotic Lagrangian submanifolds. For instance,
while a Lagrangian CPn-twist is always smoothly isotopic to identity, it is usually not
Hamiltonian isotopic to identity. A simplest model result along this line is to generalize
Seidel’s twisted Lagrangian sphere construction [22]: in the plumbing of three T ˚CPn, the
iterated Dehn twists along CPn in the middle should generate an infinite subgroup in the
symplectic mapping class group.
Remark 1.9. With Theorem 1.1 the projective twist cone formula easily generalizes to
RPn and HPn. The only difference between the formulas is the grading shift of the first
term, as specified in Theorem 9.3.
RPn also gains a special feature: in this case the associated sphere Sí is equivalent
to RPn equipped with a nontrivial Z2-local system in the Fukaya category (see [9][5][31]).
Therefore, the iterated cone relation can be packaged into a long exact sequence without
invoking the immersed Floer theory.
1.5 Immersed Lagrangian cobordism theory and computation of con-
necting maps
As a technique of independent interests, we have extended Biran-Cornea’s Lagrangian
cobordism formalism to the immersed objects, on the level of Donaldson-Fukaya category
in Section 7.2. The idea follows largely that of [6] and [4]. For the case at hand, we have re-
stricted ourselves to the exact setting for simplification, and mostly followed Alston-Bao’s
exposition [5]. The upshot is as expected, that the existence of an immersed Lagrangian
cobordism incurs a quasi-isomorphism between certain mapping cones coming from Floer
theory.
However, the actual proof is far from straightforward. The key issue is the cleanness
of self-intersections of the immersed cobordisms, which is required for the well-behaviors
of moduli spaces of pseudo-holomorphic curves. It is not hard to establish a cobordism
theory naively following Biran-Cornea’s definition in embedded categories and assume the
required geometric transversality, but this will not even cover the simplest application at
hand.
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T ∗S1
V ⊂ T ∗S1 × C
L
S#
τsL
Figure 1: An immersed Lagrangian cobordism: a surgery in T ˚S1
Example 1.10. The simplest instance of a projective twist can be demonstrated con-
cretely in M “ T ˚S1, see Figure 1. Here we consider Sí ĂM be an immersed circle with
a unique transverse immersed point. L is given by the cotangent fiber at a point, and we
assume it passes through the unique immersed point of S. While the base is regarded as
an RP1, by definition, the surgery S#L “ τRP1L, where the surgery is perform through
one of the branches of S at the immersed point.
This surgery can be recast into a Lagrangian cobordism in T ˚S1 ˆC. The cobordism
can be constructed so that it naively satisfies Biran-Cornea’s definition, i.e. outside T ˚S1ˆ
K for some compact setK, it is a union of products between rays and immersed Lagrangian
submanifolds in T ˚S1. However, it is evident that the self-intersection cannot be clean
since they form a ray. In general any surgery process involving resolution of an immersed
point will suffer from the same caveat. Therefore, we need a modification for the Floer
theory to be well-defined.
Our solution to the problem above is to use a bottleneck trick, which is a specific
perturbation on LˆR˘ so that its projection has the shape of a double cone, see Section
7.2 for details. This idea was adapted from [7], where a bottleneck referred to a particular
intersection pattern between two infinity ends Li ˆ R, i “ 0, 1. Although we only deal
with Donaldson-Fukaya categories in our setting, considerable amounts of new issues need
to be addressed since most of our curves cannot actually be projected, which is also the
main catch to prove statements on the A8 level. This will appear independently in the
future.
An application of this general immersed cobordism framework is to give an alternative
proof to the projective twist formulae in the special case when L&S “ txu for any possibly
immersed Lagranigan L ĂM . Using Theorem 1.1 (4), this approach is closer to the more
prevalent viewpoint on the relation between Dehn twists and surgeries.
A bonus point of this alternative approach is we could “compute” the connecting maps
which is difficult for general Lagrangian cobordisms. The immersed formalism along with a
simple algebraic trick extract enough information to determine almost all relevant mapping
cones up to quasi-isomorphisms we covered in this paper, see Section 8. In particular, when
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L&S “ txu, and assuming an A8 version of the immersed cobordism formalism, we are
able to improve Theorem 1.6 by matching Huybretches-Thomas conjecture also on the
connecting morphisms, thus yielding an affirmative answer to their question.
A note on coefficients.
Throughout this paper we will use coefficient Z{2 or ΛZ{2. Using characteristic zero co-
efficients is possible up to checking orientations for the general framework on Lagrangian
cobordisms for [6, 7]. As far as the coefficient is concerned, however, the Huybrechts-
Thomas conjecture might not hold in general for C-coefficients, for example, CP2k are not
spin thus will be constrained in Fukaya categories defined over Z{2 in many cases.
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‚ Conventions.
Throughout the paper, we assume any Lagrangian submanifold L ĂM of a symplectic
manifold pM,ωq under consideration is exact or monotone, which means:
• (exactness) ω “ dθ for some θ P Ω1pMq, and θ|L “ df for some smooth function f
on L.
• (monotonicity) For any α P pi2pM,Lq, ωpαq “ λµpαq. Here λ ą 0 and µ denotes the
Maslov class.
All Lagrangians are assumed to be proper, and non-compact exact Lagrangian embeddings
are assumed to have cylindrical end, unless specified otherwise.
The Hamiltonian vector field of a Hamiltonian function h is defined by ιXhω “
ωpXh,´q “ ´dh and the time-t flow under Xh is denoted as φht .
We will also denote M´ “ pM,´ωq to be the negation of the symplectic manifold
pM,ωq.
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2 Dehn twist and Lagrangian surgeries
2.1 Dehn twist
Let S be a connected closed manifold equipped with a Riemannian metric gp¨, ¨q such that
every geodesic is closed of length 2pi. We identify T ˚S with TS by g and switch freely
between the two. The following lemma is well-known.
Lemma 2.1. The Hamiltonian $ : T ˚S Ñ R defined by
$pξq “ }ξ}
for all q P S and ξ P Tq˚ S has its Hamiltonian flow X$ coincides with the normalized
geodesic flow on T ˚Szt0sectionu.
To define Dehn twist, we need to introduce an auxiliary function. We first consider
the case when S is not diffeomorphic to a sphere. For  ą 0 small, we define a Dehn
twist profile to be a smooth function νDehn : R` Ñ R such that
(1) νDehn prq “ 2pi ´ r for r ! ,
(2) 0 ă νDehn prq ă 2pi for all r ă , and
(3) νDehn prq “ 0 for r ě 
Definition 2.2. If S is not diffeomorphic to a sphere, the model Dehn twist pτS , νDehn q
on T ˚S is given by
τSpξq “ φ$νDehn p}ξ}qpξq
on T ˚S ´ t0sectionu and identity on the zero section.
We will simply write τS instead of pτS , νDehn q.
When S is diffeomorphic to a sphere, the spherical Dehn twist profile νDehn is
picked with (1)(2) above replaced by
(1’) νDehn prq “ pi ´ r for r ! , and
(2’) 0 ă νDehn prq ă pi for all r ă 
In this case, Dehn twist pτS , νDehn q is defined analogously but antipodal map is used
to extend smoothly along the zero section instead of the identity map.
Example 2.3. Let pq, pq P R{2piZˆR “ T ˚S1 be equipped with the standard symplectic
form ωS1 “ dp^ dq. For a spherical profile νDehn , pτS1 , νDehn q is defined by
τS1pq, pq “
" pq ` νDehn p||p||q p||p|| , pq for p ‰ 0
pq ` pi, 0q for p “ 0
Consider the double cover ιdouble : T
˚S1 Ñ T ˚RP1 “ R{2piZˆ R given by
ιdoublepq, pq “ p2q, 1
2
pq “ prq, rpq
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For prq, rpq “ ιdoublepq, pq P T ˚RP1, we define
T prq, rpq “ ιdouble ˝ τS1pq, pq
which is independent of the choice of pq, pq as lift of prq, rpq. It is an easy exercise to show
that T is Hamiltonian isotopic to τRP1 for the push-forward Dehn twist profile. Also, if we
identify T ˚RP1 with T ˚S1 so that τS1 is well-defined on T ˚RP1, then T is also Hamiltonian
isotopic to τ2S1 for an appropriate choice of spherical profile.
This example has the following well-known immediate generalizations.
Lemma 2.4. Let ιdouble : T
˚Sn Ñ T ˚RPn be the symplectic double cover obtained by
double cover of the zero section. For prq, rpq “ ιdoublepq, pq P T ˚RPn,
T prq, rpq “ ιdouble ˝ τSnpq, pq
is well-defined and T is Hamiltonian isotopic to τRPn for an appropriate choice of auxiliary
function defining τRPn.
If n ą 1, the choice of auxiliary function defining τRPn is irrelevant up to Hamiltonian
isotopy.
Lemma 2.5. For T ˚S2 “ T ˚CP1, τ2S2 is Hamiltonian isotopic to τCP1.
As usual, one may globalize the model Dehn twist.
Definition 2.6. A Dehn twist along S in M is a compactly supported symplectomorphism
defined by the model Dehn twist as above in a Weinstein neighborhood of S and extended
by identity outside.
For more details and the dependence of choices used to define τS , see [22] and [24].
2.2 Lagrangian surgery through flow handles
2.2.1 Surgery at a point
We first recall the definition of a Lagrangian surgery at a transversal intersection from
[17][20] and [6].
Definition 2.7. Let apsq, bpsq P R. A smooth curve γpsq “ apsq ` ibpsq P C is called
λ-admissible if
‚ papsq, bpsqq “ p´s` λ, 0q for s ď 0
‚ a1psq, b1psq ă 0 for s P p0, q, and
‚ papsq, bpsqq “ p0,´sq for s ě .
The part of a λ-admissible curve with s P r0, s can be captured by νprq “ apb´1p´rqq.
The main property of an admissible curve can be rephrased as follows.
(1) νλp0q “ λ ą 0, and ν 1λprq ă 0 for r P p0, q.
(2) ν´1λ prq and νλprq has vanishing derivatives of all orders at r “ λ and r “ , respectively.
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Figure 2: Picture of an admissible curve.
λ

νλ
(a) graph of an admissible function νλ
λ

ναλ
λ− αr
(b) graph of a semi-admissible function ναλ
Figure 3: Admissible and semi-admissible functions
Such a function will also be called λ-admissible. We will frequently use the two
equivalent descriptions of admissibility interchangeably.
We also define a class of semi-admissible functions, by relaxing (2) to
p21q ν 1λp0q “ ´α P r´8, 0s. Here α “ 8 if νλ is admissible.
Note that in all definitions of (semi-)admissibility there is an extra variable . We
will see that the dependence on  is not significant in this paper: we fix  for each pair
of Lagrangian submanifolds pL1, L2q once and for all. In any surgery constructions ap-
pearing later, the resulting surgery manifold yields a smooth family of isotopic Lagrangian
submanifolds as  vaires. As a result we will suppress the dependence of  unless necessary.
Given a λ-admissible curve γ, define the handle
Hγ “ tpγpsqx1, . . . , γpsqxnq|s, xi P R,
ÿ
x2i “ 1u Ă Cn
Lemma 2.8. For an λ-admissible γ, Hγ is a Lagrangian submanifold of pCn,ř dxi^dyiq.
Proof. It suffices to observe that TγpsqxHγ “ SpanRtγ1psqxu ‘ γpsqTxSn´1, for x “
px1, . . . , xnq P Sn´1 Ă Rn.
As a consequence, we have
Corollary 2.9. Let L1, L2 Ă pM,ωq be two Lagrangians transversally intersecting at p.
Let ι : U ÑM be a Darboux chart with a standard complex structure so that ι´1pL1q Ă Rn
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and ι´1pL2q Ă iRn, then one can obtain a Lagrangian L1#pL2 by attaching a Lagrangian
handle ιpHγq to pL1 Y L2qzιpUq.
The Lagrangian L1#pL2 is called a Lagrangian surgery from L1 to L2 following
[17, 20]. Note that, the Lagrangian L2#pL1 obtained by performing Lagrangian surgery
from L2 to L1 is in general not even smoothly isotopic to L1#pL2.
Now, we present an new approach of performing Lagrangian surgery which also moti-
vates the definition of Lagrangian surgery along clean intersections.
Definition 2.10. Given the zero section L Ă T ˚L, a Riemannian metric g on L (hence
inducing one on T ˚L) and a point x P L, we define the flow handle Hν with respect to
a λ-admissible function ν to be
Hν “ tφ$νp}p}qppq P T ˚L : p P pTx˚Lqztxuu,
where pTx˚Lq denotes the cotangent vectors at x P L with length ď 
Remark 2.11. φ$νp||p||q is the time-1 Hamiltonian flow of rνp||p||q, where rν 1psq “ νpsq. For
this reason, the reader should keep in mind that Hν is automatically Lagrangian for any
choice of admissible ν. For our purpose, the discussion on ν will be more flexible so we
suppress the role of the actual Hamiltonian function rν unless otherwise specified.
Lemma 2.12. Let SλpTx˚Lq be the radius λ-sphere in the tangent plane of x. If exp :
SλpTx˚Lq Ñ L is an embedding, and BHν “ exppSλpTx˚Lqq Ă L divides L into two com-
ponents, then Hν glues with exactly one of the components to form a smooth Lagrangian
submanifold coinciding with Tx˚L outside a compact set for a λ-admissible ν.
Proof. The only thing to prove is the smoothness of gluing on BHν “ exppSλpTx˚ qq. Note
that near BHν , the handle is a smooth section over the open shell exppBλpTx˚ qzBλ´δpTx˚ qq
which is a smooth open manifold. Moreover, the section has vanishing derivatives for all
orders on the boundary due to the assumption of admissibility on νprq near r “ 0. The
conclusion follows.
Example 2.13. One may match the Lagrangian handle Hγ and flow handle Hν for ad-
missible γ and its corresponding admissible ν (See Definition 2.7 and the paragraph after
it) via the identification between T ˚Rn and Cn.
To see this, the flow handle is given by
Hν “ tφ$νp||p||qp0, pq “ p0`
p
}p} ¨ νp||p||q, pq : p P pT0˚ R
nqu
We now identify T ˚Rn with Cn by sending pq, pq ÞÑ q´ip, which matches the symplectic
form dp^ dq and 1´2idz ^ dz¯ “ dx^ dy. Then by definition
pνp}p}q p}p} , pq ÞÑ νp}p}q
p
}p} ´ ip
“ papsq ` ibpsqqx
by a change of variable s “ b´1p´||p||q and x “ p}p} . By this identification, we will simply
use Hν to denote both handles.
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Corollary 2.14. Let L1, L2 Ă pM,ωq be two Lagrangians transversally intersecting at p.
Under the assumption in Lemma 2.12, one can obtain a Lagrangian L1#
ν
pL2 by gluing
(1) L2zU , (2) the Lagrangian flow handle Hν , and (3) an open set in L1 given by Lemma
2.12. For appropriately chosen ν, L1#
ν
pL2 coincides with L1#pL2 defined in Corollary
2.9.
Example 2.15. Let rppq be the injectivity radius of p. For different choices of νprq with
νp0q ă rppq, these handles will define a family of different Lagrangian surgeries which are
all Lagrangian isotopic to each other. In the case when L1 is simply-connected, they are
Hamiltonian isotopic.
The situation becomes more interesting when νp0q ą rppq. Some simple instances
are given by S “ RPn, CPn or any finite cover of rank-one symmetric space. Take CPn
and its standard Fubini-Study metric as an example, for any p P S, the flow surgery can
be performed for krppq ă νp0q ă pk ` 1qrppq for any k P Z. Later we will see that such
surgeries are indeed iterated surgeries in the ordinary sense (although surgeries along clean
intersections will be involved).
Example 2.16. A less standard example is essentially given by exotic spheres in [29].
Given any f P Diff`pSn´1q and form an exotic sphere Sf “ B´ Yf B`. There is a
Riemannian metric so that all geodesics starting from 0˘ are closed, through each other,
and of the same length ([29, Lemma 2.1]). Take p “ 0´ P B´, when λ is below the
injectivity radius, the surgery is the original one considered in [20]. When νp0q ą rppq,
the generalized surgery defined above is identified with an iterated surgery along p and
q “ 0` P B` in a successive order, which is exactly the family constructed in [29] by the
geodesic flow.
The following lemma can be found in [22], but we feel it instructive to sketch the proof
from the point of view of flow handles to make our discussion complete.
Lemma 2.17 ([22]). Let x P Sn be a point and consider L “ τSnpTx˚ Snq Ă T ˚Sn. Then
Sn#xTx˚ S
n is Hamiltonian isotopic to L by a compactly supported Hamiltonian.
Proof. Let A : Sn Ñ Sn be the antipodal map. We consider open geodesic balls Bpipxq and
BpipApxqq of radius pi centered at x and Apxq, respectively. It gives two symplectomorphism
fx : T
˚Bpipxq Ñ T ˚SnzT ˚ApxqSn and fApxq : T ˚BpipApxqq Ñ T ˚SnzTx˚ Sn under which we
have
f´1x pLq “ tνDehn p|p|q p|p| , pq P T
˚Bpi : p P Rnzt0uu
and
f´1ApxqpLq “ tppi ´ νDehn p|p|qq
p
|p| , pq P T
˚Bpi : p P Bp0qu
On the other hand, suppose ν “ νλ is such that νλp0q “ λ ă pi “ rpxq. Then f´1x pHνλq
is given by
f´1x pHνλq “ tpνλp|p|q
p
|p| , pq P T
˚Bpi : p P Rnzt0uu Y tpq, 0q P T ˚Bpi : q P Bpip0qzBλp0qu
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Let δ ą 0 be such that νDehn prq “ pi ´ r for r ă δ. We can pick νλ such that νλprq “
νDehn prq for r ě δ. The resulting Sn#xTx˚ Sn hence coincides with L outside T ˚BδpApxqq.
Inside T ˚BδpApxqq, even though νDehn is not an admissible function, both Sn#xTx˚ Sn
and L are graphs of the zero section. Therefore, Sn#xTx˚ S
n is Lagrangian isotopic to L
and hence Hamiltonian isotopic to L by a compactly supported Hamiltonian.
Remark 2.18. For semi-admissible να that is not admissible, the gluing with L1 cannot
be smooth in general. Lemma 2.17 is an instance when a surgery using a semi-admissible
profile νDehn yields a smooth Lagrangian submanifold. Intuitively, the lemma regards
νDehn as a degenerate case of an admissible function. The point is that, when λ “ rppq,
we only need to glue ClpHνq with L2zU , where Clp¨q denotes the closure.
In the case when a semi-admissible function defines a smooth Lagrangian surgery man-
ifold, we will continue to denote it as L1#
ναλ
p L2. This applies to other surgeries along clean
intersections and will be used several more times in a parametrized version in the paper.
2.2.2 Surgery along clean intersection
Let L1 and L2 be two Lagrangians in pM,ωq which intersect cleanly at a submanifold D.
In other words, we have TpD “ TpL1XTpL2 for all p P D. The following well-known local
proposition due to Pozniak allows us to extend the definition of flow handles to this case.
Proposition 2.19 ([21]). Let L1, L2 Ă pM,ωq be two closed embedded Lagrangians with
clean intersection at L1 X L2 “ D. Then there is a symplectomorphism ϕ from a neigh-
borhood U of 0sectionin T
˚L1 to M such that ϕp0sectionq “ L1 and ϕ´1pL2q Ă ND˚, where
0section is the zero section and ND˚ is the conormal bundle of D in L1.
Definition 2.20. We define the flow handle for D Ă L with respect to an admissible
function ν to be
HDν “ tφ$νp}ξ}qpξq P T ˚L : ξ P pND˚qzDu
where pND˚q consists of covectors in the conormal bundle of D in L with length ď .
Lemma 2.21. Let SλpND˚q be the radius-λ sphere bundle in conormal bundle of D. If
exp : SλpND˚q Ñ L is an embedding, and BHDνλ Ă L divides L into two components, then
HDν glues with exactly one of the components to form a smooth Lagrangian submanifold
coinciding with ND˚ outside a compact set.
The proof is exactly the same as Lemma 2.12 and we omit it. As in the transversal
intersection case, the surgery is always well-defined when we choose νp0q “ λ ă rpDq, the
injectivity radius of D along normal directions. Using Proposition 2.19 we globalize the
construction as follows.
Corollary 2.22. Let L1, L2 Ă pM,ωq be two Lagrangians intersecting cleanly along D. By
choosing a metric on L1, a symplectic embedding ι : T˚ L1 ÑM such that ιp0sectionq “ L1
and ι´1pL2q Ă ND˚, one can obtain a Lagrangian L1#νDL2 by attaching a Lagrangian flow
handle ιpHDν q to pL1zU1q Y pL2zU2q, with Ui Ă Li appropriate open neighborhoods of D,
and  being sufficiently small.
As in Example 2.15, we denote L1#
ν
DL2 by L1#DL2 if λ ă rpDq.
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2.3 E2-flow surgery and its family version
So far we have only used the geodesic flows on the whole T ˚L to construct Lagrangian han-
dles, but more flexibility will prove useful in our applications. Heuristically, our previous
constructions have taken advantage of the fact that ||p|| has a well-defined Hamiltonian
flow on the whole cotangent bundle except for the zero section. More crucially, the re-
sulting flow handle should have an embedded boundary into L1 (or at least fiber over its
image). Indeed, any Hamiltonian function with such properties will suffice for defining a
meaningful Lagrangian handle.
A variant of the flow handle can therefore be defined as follows. Let L “ Kn´m1 ˆKm2
be a product manifold equipped with product Riemannian metric. Then there is an
orthogonal decomposition T ˚L “ E1‘E2 given by the two factors respectively. Let D Ă L
be of codimension m and transverse to tpu ˆK2 for all p P K1. Suppose pi2 : T ˚L Ñ E2
be the projection to E2, one may then use the function $pi “ ||pi2p¨q||g to define a new
flow handle. Note that $pi “ ||pi2p¨q||g is smooth on T ˚LzE1.
Definition 2.23. In the situation above, we define the E2-flow handle for D (or flow
handle along E2-direction) with respect to an λ-admissible νλ to be
HD,E2νλ “ tφ$piνλp}pi2pξq}qpξq Ă T ˚L : ξ P pND˚q,E2zDu.
where pND˚q,E2 consists of covectors ξ in the conormal bundle of D in L such that }pi2pξq} ď
.
We note that for any point ξ “ pξ1, ξ2q P E1 ‘E2, φ$pit pξq “ pξ1, φ$t pξ2qq so E2-flow is
the normalized (co)geodesic flow on the second factor and trivial on the first factor.
Let SλpE2|Dq be the radius-λ sphere bundle of E2 over D. We consider expE2λ :
SλpE2|Dq Ñ L, which is the exponential map restricted on SλpE2|Dq along the leaves of
the foliation given by second factor. We define the E2-injectivity radius r
E2pDq of D
as the supremum of λ such that expE2s is an embedding for all s ă λ.
Lemma 2.24. Let D Ă L “ K1ˆK2 be of dimension n´m and transversal to tpu ˆK2
for all p P K1. If expE2λ : SλpE2|Dq Ñ L is an embedding and BHD,E2ν Ă L divides L
into two components, then HD,E2ν glues with exactly one of the components of L to form
a smooth Lagrangian submanifold coinciding with ND˚ outside a compact set.
Proof. The proof is again similar as Lemma 2.21.
Similar to the cases we considered before, if L1 “ K1 ˆ K2 and L2 are Lagrangians
cleanly intersecting at D as above, we can add an E2-flow handle to L1 Y L2 outside a
tubular neighborhood of D to get a new Lagrangian submanifold for λ ă rE2pDq. We will
denote the resulting Lagrangian submanifold by L1#D,E2L2, called the surgery from L1
to L2. We remark that H
D,E2
ν coincide with ND˚ when }pi2pξq} ą , so for E2 flow surgery,
we have to take out a neighborhood from ND˚ slightly larger than the -neighborhood of
D in ND˚. This fact is not essential when  is small.
We now define a family version for E2-flow surgery. Assume the situation from Defini-
tion 2.23 that we have a smooth manifold pair pL,Dq and a decomposition T ˚L “ E1‘E2.
Let pL,Dq be another smooth manifold pair so that:
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(i) pL,Dq has a compatible fiber bundle structure over a smooth base B, that is,
L // L

B
and, D // D

B
where the two bundle structures are compatible with the inclusion D ãÑ L.
(ii) The structure group G Ă IsompLq, the isometry group of L, and it preserves E1 and
E2.
Assumptions above allow us to glue T ˚L via the given bundle data, yielding a symplec-
tic fiber bundle EÑ B with fiber T ˚L. All previous symplectic constructions on T ˚L are
now functorial hence can be glued over B. For example, ND˚L glues into ND˚L hence fits
into Pozniak’s setting of clean intersection. When E is regarded as a vector bundle over
L, it comes with a natural splitting E “ E1 ‘ E2 from local charts. Hence, the E2-handle
HD,E2ν can be constructed fiberwisely on N˚D, which gives a smooth handle Hν Ă E. The
fact that Hν ãÑ T ˚L Ą E is indeed a Lagrangian embedding can be check on local charts
U Ă B.
Lemma 2.25. For two cleanly intersecting Lagrangians L0,L1 Ă pM2n, ωq, if pL0,D “
L0XL1q satisfies (i)(ii) above, then family E2-surgery between L0 and L1 can be performed
and gives a Lagrangian submanifold L0#
ν
D,E2
L1 of pM,ωq.
Remark 2.26. It is easy to see that our construction works word-by-word as long as
there is a decomposition of vector bundle T ˚L “ E1‘E2. However, one needs to imposed
technical conditions to make expE2λ : Sλ Ñ L an embedding even for small λ. An easy
condition is to assume E2 is integrable at least near D, but it should also work in some cases
when E2 is completely non-integrable near D but integrable outside a small neighborhood.
Considerations along this line might result in delicate constructions of new Lagrangian
submanifolds.
3 Perturbations: from surgeries to Dehn twists
This section contains the technical part which passes from Lagrangian surgeries to Dehn
twists in several applications. The general idea is the same as Lemma 2.17, which may also
interpreted as passing from admissible profiles to semi-admissible ones. This is realized as
local perturbations of the surgery Lagrangians.
We first explain how this works in the CPn case, then give a proof of Theorem
1.1(1)(2)(3)(5) using family versions of this observation.
3.1 Fiber version
In this section, we are interested in L being RPn, CP
m
2 or HPn equipped with the Rie-
mannian metric such that every geodesic is closed of length 2pi. All actual proofs will be
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given only in the case of CPn but are easily generalized. Let x P L be a point and Fx
its cotangent fiber inside T ˚L. We also let D “ ty P L|distpx, yq “ piu be the divisor
opposite to x.
Lemma 3.1. Let x P L be a point and νλi be λi-admissible functions such that pk´1qpi ă
λi ă kpi for some positive integer k for both i “ 1, 2. Then L#νλix Fx are isotopic for
i “ 1, 2 by a compactly supported Hamiltonian.
Moreover, if we choose a semi-admissible function ναkpi : p0,8q Ñ r0, kpiq that is mono-
tonic decreasing and all orders of derivatives vanish at r “  such that ναkpiprq “ kpi ´ αr
near r “ 0 (α ě 0), then L#ναkpix Fx (See Remark 2.18) is a smooth Lagrangian that is
isotopic to L#
νλi
x Fx by a compactly supported Hamiltonian.
Furthermore, these Hamiltonian isotopies can be chosen to be invariant under isometric
action of L fixing x.
Corollary 3.2. For pi ă λ ă 2pi and L being RPn, CPm2 or HPn, L#νλx Fx is Hamiltonian
isotopic to τLpFxq for an admissible νλ.
Proof. Observe that when α “ 1 and k “ 2, ναkpiprq is a Dehn twist profile. The Corollary
follows from Lemma 3.1.
pi

νλ1
pi

νpi
pi

ναpi , α > 0
pi − αr
pi

ναpi , α = 0
λ1
Figure 4: Isotopy from νλ1 to νpi to ν
α
pi (Dehn twist profile).
Proof of Lemma 3.1. For the first statement, we observe that the space of λ-admissible
function for pk ´ 1qpi ă λ ă kpi is connected. A smooth isotopy tνtu from νλ1 to
νλ2 in this space results in a smooth Lagrangian isotopy from L#
νλ1
x Fx to L#
νλ2
x Fx
since BHνt does not pass any critical locus. This is a Hamiltonian isotopy because
H1pL#νλ1x Fx, B8pL#νλ1x Fxq;Rq “ 0 (cf. Example 2.15).
For the second statement, we only consider the case that k “ 1 and L “ CPm2 , and
the remaining cases are similar. In this case, denote να “ ναpi , then ClpHναqzHνα “ D “
CP
m
2
´1. We pick a local chart U Ă L with local coordinates pq1, . . . , qmq adapted to D
in the sense that U X D “ tq1 “ q2 “ 0u and cptq “ ptq1, tq2, q3, . . . , qmq are normalized
geodesics for any pq1, . . . , qmq. It induces canonically a Darboux chart T ˚U in T ˚L. We
write a point in T ˚U as pqa, qb, pa, pbq, where qa “ pq1, q2q, qb “ pq3, . . . , qmq and similarly
for pa and pb. Since Hνα is defined by the geodesic flow, one may directly verify
T ˚U XHνα “ tpqa, qb, pa, 0q|qa “ ´αpa ‰ 0u
T ˚U XD “ tp0, qb, 0, 0qu
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Therefore, it is clear that Hνα and D can be glued smoothly to become ClpHναq. The
gluing from Hνα to Fx ´ B is the same as the admissible case. It results in a smooth
Lagrangian L#ν
α
x Fx.
Finally, we want to show that L#ν
α
x Fx is Hamiltonian isotopic to L#
νλi
x Fx. We can
assume α ‰ 0, by a Hamiltonian perturbation if necessary. Locally near D, we have
T ˚U X pHνα YDq “ tp´αpa, qb, pa, 0qu “ tpqa, qb,´ 1
α
qa, 0qu (3.1)
T ˚U X L “ tpqa, qb, 0, 0qu (3.2)
It is clear that there is a small δ ą 0 such that pHνα Y Dq X T ˚BδpDq is the graph
of dp´ 12αdist2p¨, Dqq over BδpDq, where BδpDq is the δ neighborhood of D in L. Take a
smooth decreasing function fprq : r0, δs Ñ R so that f “ 0 near r “ 0 and fprq “ ´ 12αr
near r “ δ. Denote ftprq “ tfprq ´ p1´ tq 12αr.
Then the graph of dpft ˝ dist2p¨, Dqq can be patched with HναzT ˚BδpDq to give a
Hamiltonian isotopy from L#ν
α
x Fx to L#
νλ
x Fx for some admissible νλ with 0 ă λ ă pi. We
remark that the Hamiltonian isotopy is invariant under the IsompLqx, isometric group of
L fixing x. This concludes the proof.
We remark that another point of view of the Lagrangian isotopy from L#ν
α
x Fx to
L#νλx Fx is that it is induced from a smooth isotopy relative to end points from the curve
tpr, ναprqq P r0, s ˆ r0, pis|r P p0, su Y tp0, piqu to the λ-admissible curve defined by νλ.
Later we will see that, when the surgery profile νλ has λ exceeding the injectivity
radius, there is no cobordism directly associated to such a surgery. To fit such a surgery
to the cobordism framework, in general we need to decompose the surgery into several
steps. The following lemma shows how this works in the case for CPn (which easily
generalizes to RPn and HPn).
Lemma 3.3. Let x P CPm2 be a point and Fx Ă T ˚CPm2 the corresponding cotangent fiber.
Let D “ ty P CPm2 |distpx, yq “ piu be the divisor opposite to x. Then there is an embedded
Lagrangian Qx Ă T ˚CPm2 such that
(1) Qx “ Fx away from a neighborhood of zero section,
(2) Qx is Hamiltonian isotopic to CP
m
2 #xFx,
(3) Qx intersects cleanly with CP
m
2 at D,
(4) CP
m
2 #DQx is Hamiltonian isotopic to τCP
m
2
pFxq
As a result, as far as Hamiltonian isotopy class is concerned, we have CP
m
2 #DpCPm2 #xFxq “
τCP
m
2
pFxq.
Proof. Choose a semi-admissible profile ν0pi such that ν
0
pi “ pi near r “ 0 and let Qx “
L#
ν0pi
x Fx. (1)(3) follows from definition, and (2) is a consequence of Lemma 3.1.
To see (4), note that near D, Qx coincide with the 
1-disk conormal bundle at D for
some 1 ! . Therefore, CPm{2#νλD Qx is identical to CPm{2#νλ`piD Fx for any 0 ă λ ă pi
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and an appropriate choice of νλ`pi (see Figure 5 for the demonstration). The latter is then
Hamiltonian isotopic to τCPm{2pFxq by Corollary 3.2.
2pi

ν0pi
2pi

ν02pi = ν
Dehn
pi
νλ
2pi

pi
ν2pi
isotopy
′
∼ νpi+λ
Figure 5: Left and middle: identification of CPm{2#νλD Gx and CP
m{2#νλ`piD Fx. Right:
isotopy from an admissible function to a Dehn twist profile.
Due to the symmetry of CPm{2, we have an alternative description to the Dehn twist of
Fx0 , yielding another proof for Lemma 3.3. Essentially, this description only changes the
role of the base and the fiber, but leads to a particularly handy criterion for the isotopy
type of τCPm{2Fx0 , which will be used in later sections. Denote the isometry group of
CPm{2 as G and the subgroup of it fixing x0 as Gx0 . There is an induced Gx0-action on
T ˚CPm{2.
Lemma 3.4. Let γptq be a normalized geodesic on CPm{2 starting and ending at x0. Let
cptq be a (rescaled) lift of γptq in T ˚CPm{2, that is, cptq “ pγptq, fptqγ1ptqq for some smooth
fptq defined on r0, 2pis such that fppiq ‰ 0 and fp0q ą 0 (recall that γ1ptq is identified with
its dual). Then the orbit Gx0 ¨ cptq is a Lagrangian which is possibly immersed.
Moreover, assume further
(a)
dnpf´1ptqq
dtn
pfp0qq “ 0
for all n ě 1, and f is strictly decreasing near t “ 0,
(b) fp2piq “ 0 and f 1ptq ă 0 when t P p2pi ´ δ, 2pis for some small δ ą 0.
Then Gx0 ¨ cptq can be extended to a proper Lagrangian immersion Lf , such that
(i) it overlaps with Fx0 along tp P Fx0 : }p} ą fp0qu,
(ii) it is isotopic to τCP
m
2
Fx0 through a smooth family of Lagrangian immersions with
property (i).
Proof. For the first assertion, Gx0 ¨ cptq is the graph of dpF ˝distx0p¨qq when t P p0, piq, and
dpF ˝ p2pi ´ distx0p¨qqq when t P ppi, 2piq, for F 1ptq “ fptq. The condition (a) guarantees
the smoothness of gluing with Fx0 , and (b) the smoothness at t “ 2pi. The smoothness
and Lagrangian properties at the critical set D and x0 can be checked directly and using
that fppiq ‰ 0 and Lagrangian property is a closed condition.
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For the last isotopy statement, find an isotopy of smooth functions, within the class of
those satisfying paqpbq, from fptq to some gptq which is strictly monotonic (decreasing) in
r0, 2pis. This induces an isotopy of Lagrangian immersions from Lf to some Lg.
Consider L#ν
Dehn
x0 Fx0 as in Corollary 3.2. This Lagrangian and Lg are both Gx0-
invariant, it is not hard to check that with νDehn “ g´1, the two Lagrangians coincide.
The conclusion hence follows.
Remark 3.5. As the proof showed, one should heuristically regard fptq as the inverse
function of certain admissible function ν.
The possible immersion points appears if and only if there is t0 ă pi, such that fpt0q “
´fp2pi ´ t0q. Otherwise, all above assertions can be improved to the class of embedded
Lagrangians.
3.2 Product version
In this section we prove Theorem 1.1 (1)(3). The proofs here are similar to that in the
last section, and should be considered as family versions of it. In this subsection, we use
S to denote Sn, RPn, CP
m
2 or HPn equipped with the Riemannian metric such that every
closed geodesic is of length 2pi.
For the moment, let S Ă pM,ωq be a Lagrangian sphere. One may consider the clean
surgery of L1 “ S ˆ S´ and L2 “ ∆ in M ˆM´. In this case, they cleanly intersect
at D “ ∆S Ă S ˆ S´. In Definition 2.23, take E2 “ S ˆ pT ˚Sq´ Ă T ˚S ˆ pT ˚Sq´,
E1 “ T ˚S ˆ S´ Ă T ˚S ˆ pT ˚Sq´ and an pi-admissible function νpi.
Now consider a point pp, pq P ∆ in a Weinstein neighborhood of L1, where p can be
considered as a point on T˚ S for a small  ą 0. The flow in Definition 2.23 defines a sym-
plectomorphism fixing the first coordinate in pT ˚SˆpT ˚Sq´qzE1; when restricted to ∆S ,
the E2-flow sends pp, pq ÞÑ pp, φ$νpip||p||qppqq. This is exactly the graph of τ´1S (the inverse
owes to the negation of symplectic form on M´), except that we have used an admissible
profile for the handle which is not a Dehn twist profile. Lemma 3.6 below ensures that
this could be compensated by a local Hamiltonian perturbation. Hence modulo Lemma
3.6, this shows that pS ˆ S´q#νpi∆S ,E2∆ “ Graphpτ´1S q. The whole construction applies
when S is RPn, CP
m
2 or HPn, except that the admissible profile has νp0q “ 2pi.
Figure 6: E2-flow surgery resulting the graph of Dehn Twist.
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Lemma 3.6. Let S be Sn, RPn, CP
m
2 or HPn. Let νλi be λi-admissible functions such
that pk ´ 1qpi ă λi ă kpi for some positive integer k for both i “ 1, 2. Then the E2-flow
surged Lagrangian manifolds pS ˆ S´q#νλi∆S ,E2∆ above by νλi are Hamiltonian isotopic.
Moreover, if we choose a semi-admissible function ναkpi such that ν
α
kpiprq “ kpi ´ αr
near r “ 0 (α ě 0), then pS ˆ S´q#ναkpi∆S ,E2∆ is a smooth Lagrangian that is Hamiltonian
isotopic to pS ˆ S´q#νλi∆S ,E2∆.
Furthermore, these Hamiltonian isotopy can be chosen to be IsompSq invariant, where
IsompSq is the diagonal isometry group in IsompSq ˆ IsompSq acting on T ˚S ˆ pT ˚Sq´.
We have the following Corollary whose proof is similar to Corollary 3.2
Corollary 3.7. For pi ă λ ă 2pi and S being RPn, CPm2 or HPn (resp. 0 ă λ ă pi and
S “ Sn), pS ˆ S´q#νλ∆S ,E2∆ is Hamiltonian isotopic to Graphpτ´1S q.
Proof of Lemma 3.6. The proof of the first statement is exactly the same as Lemma 3.1.
For the second statement, we again only consider the case that k “ 1 and S “ CPm2 and
the remaining cases are similar.
Define Dop “ tpx, yq P S ˆ S|distpx, yq “ piu. Projection to x equips Dop with a
CP
m
2
´1-bundle structure over S “ CPm2 . Therefore, the neighborhood of Dop in S ˆ S is
the total space of a fiber bundle rV Ñ S, whose fiber is a topological Op1q-bundle V over
CP
m
2
´1. We pick a local trivialization UB ˆ UF of rV for UB Ă S and UF Ă V. Readers
should note that, the product decomposition UB ˆ UF is not compatible with that of
L “ S ˆ S´ , but tqu ˆ UF is an open set of the second factor of S for any q P UB.
Consider a choice of local coordinates pqB, qF q “ pqB1 , . . . , qBm, qF1 , . . . , qFmq adapted to
Dop in the sense that pUBˆUF qXDop “ tqF1 “ qF2 “ 0u and cptq “ pqB, tqF1 , tqF2 , qF3 , . . . , qFmq
are normalized geodesics for all pqB, qF q. It induces canonically a Weinstein neighborhood
T ˚pUBˆUF q in T ˚pSˆS´q. We write a point in T ˚pUBˆUF q as pqB, pB, qFa , qFb , pFa , pFb q,
where qFa “ pqF1 , qF2 q, qFb “ pqF3 , . . . , qFmq and similarly for pFa and pFb . Since Hνα is defined
by the parametrized geodesic flow when restricted on the second factor of T ˚S, we have
a parametrized version of (3.1)
T ˚pUB ˆ UF q XHνα
“tpqB, pB,´αpFa , qFb , pFa , 0q|pB ‰ 0, φ$ναp}pB}qpqB, pBq “ p´αpFa , qFb , pFa , 0qu
(3.3)
Here, both φ$B
ναpi p||pB ||qpq
B, pBq and p´αpFa , qFb , pFa , 0q are considered as points in T˚ S
although they belong to different factors. Therefore, in T ˚pUB ˆ UF q X Hνα , fixing qB
and letting pB go to 0 linearly leads to fixing qFb and letting p
F
a go to zero linearly. All
above conclusions can be glued across different charts. Therefore, one can see that Hνα
and Dop can be glued smoothly. The fact that Hνα can be glued smoothly with ∆ is
because all order of derivatives of να vanish at r “ . It results in a smooth Lagrangian,
which we denote as pS ˆ S´q#να∆S ,E2∆.
Finally, to show that pS ˆS´q#να∆S ,E2∆ is Hamiltonian isotopic to pS ˆS´q#
νλ1
∆S ,E2
∆.
We can choose tνtutPrα,8q interpolating να and νλ1 as in the proof of Lemma 3.1. This is
a smooth Lagrangian isotopy which is invariant under the diagonal IsompSq action.
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In parallel to Lemma 3.3, we have the following.
Lemma 3.8. Let S be RPn, CP
m
2 or HPn and Dop “ tpx, yq P SˆS´|distpx, yq “ piu. Up
to Hamiltonian isotopy in T ˚SˆpT ˚Sq´, we have pSˆS´q#Dop,E2ppSˆS´q#∆S ,E2∆q “
Graphpτ´1S q.
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Lemma 3.3 and we again assume S “ CPm2 . We
use the function ν0pi in Lemma 3.3 to define S “ pS ˆ Sq#ν
0
pi
∆L,E2
∆, which is Hamiltonian
isotopic to pSˆS´q#∆S ,E2∆ by Lemma 3.6. Now, S intersects SˆS´ cleanly along Dop.
We can perform another E2-flow surgery using semi-admissible profiles from S ˆ S´ to S
to obtain the result, by Lemma 3.6 and Lemma 3.3.
3.3 Family versions
One may also generalize the above example to the case of family Dehn twists [33]. Recall
that a spherically fibered coisotropic manifold i : C2n´l ãÑ M2n is a coisotropic
submanifold so that there is a fibration ρ : C Ñ B2n´2l over a symplectic base, while the
fibers are null-leaves Sl. In other words, ρ˚ωB “ i˚ωM . Moreover, we equip the fibers
with round metric such that geodesics are closed of length 2pi and ask the structure group
of ρ lies in SOpl ` 1q.
A neighborhood U of C can be symplectically identified with T˚ S
l ˆSOpl`1q P , where
P is the principal SOpl ` 1q-bundle associated to C and T˚ Sl consists of the cotangent
vectors with norm less than . The family Dehn twist τC can then be defined fiberwisely
as the fiberwise Hamiltonian function rνDehn p||p||q (see Remark 2.11) is preserved by the
structure group. With respect to the fiberwise metric gv, the function hp¨q “ rνp|| ¨ ||gvq
defines a flow along fibers whose time-1 map is the desired Dehn twist (with a continuation
over C defined by fiber-wise antipodal map on C).
Now consider a Lagrangian embedding rC :“ CˆB C ãÑM ˆM . Explicitly, the image
of this map is
rC “ tpx, yq P C ˆ C ĂM ˆM : pipxq “ pipyqu,
where pi : C Ñ B is the Sl-bundle projection. Indeed, rC “ Ct ˝ C is a composition
Lagrangian in the sense of (5.2). Here we have abused the notation by identifying C with
its Lagrangian image in B ˆM defined by
tpx, yq P B ˆ C Ă B ˆM : pipyq “ xu.
Note that rC is a fiber bundle with fiber Sl ˆ Sl and structural group the diagonal
SOpl ` 1q.
Consider a point px, pq P U where Dehn twist is performed. Here x P B and p P T˚ Sl:
this is an abuse of notation because p is only well-defined up to an SOpl` 1q action. Any
point contained in ∆ X pU ˆ U´q Ă M ˆM´ thus takes the form ppx, pq, px, pqq. In this
setting, the graph of τ´1C in U ˆ U´ consist of points
Graphpτ´1C q “ tppx, pq, px, φ$νDehnp}p}qppqqq|x P B, p P T˚ Slu
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where p is again only well-defined up to an SOpl ` 1q action, and Graphpτ´1C q coincides
with ∆ outside U ˆ U´.
Similar as before, we want to realize Graphpτ´1C q as a surgery from rC to ∆. In this
case, we want to perform a family E2-surgery.
In the notation of Section 2.3, let L “ rC,D “ ∆ X rC. The Sl ˆ Sl-bundle structure
(over B) on rC is the needed bundle structure on L. The restriction of ∆ on a fiber T˚ Lb
for b P B is precisely ∆T˚ Sl , and the fiberwise E2-flow is taken as the E2-flow along the
second factor of Sl, as described in the previous subsection.
Hence the whole situation on a fiber T˚ Lb “ T˚ pSl ˆ Slq is identical to the one in
the previous subsection and defines a global Lagrangian handle Hνpi by patching the local
trivializations.
By the same token, we can define projectively fibered coisotropic manifold which
is a coisotropic manifold with null-leaves complex (or real, quaternionic) projective spaces.
Family Dehn twists for these spaces are defined similarly.
Lemma 3.9. Let C Ă pM,ωq be a spherically (resp. projectively) coisotropic submanifold
with base B. Let νλi be λi-admissible functions such that pk ´ 1qpi ă λi ă kpi for some
positive integer k for both i “ 1, 2. Then the family E2-flow surged Lagrangian manifoldsrC#νλiD,E2∆ above by νλi are Hamiltonian isotopic.
Moreover, if we choose a semi-admissible function ναkpi : p0,8q Ñ r0, kpiq such that
ναkpiprq “ kpi ´ αr near r “ 0 (α ě 0), then rC#ναkpiD,E2∆ is a smooth Lagrangian that is
Hamiltonian isotopic to rC#νλiD,E2∆ .
Corollary 3.10. For spherically (resp. projectively) coisotropic submanifold C, the family
E2-flow clean surgery rC#D,E2∆ (resp. rC#Dop,E2 rC#D,E2∆) is Hamiltonian isotopic to
Graphpτ´1C q. Here Dop is a Dop-bundle over the base B and Dop is as in Lemma 3.8.
Proof of Lemma 3.9. We give the proof for the spherical case and the other cases are
similar. Since the construction in Lemma 3.6 is SOpl` 1q invariant, we can apply Lemma
3.6 to rC and ∆X rU to obtain the desired Lagrangian isotopy from rC#νλ1D,E2∆ to rC#νλ2D,E2∆
and from rC#ναD,E2∆ to rC#νλiD,E2∆.
What remains to show is that the Lagrangian isotopies are Hamiltonian isotopies.
We prove the case where the Lagrangian isotopy is from rC#ναD,E2∆ to rC#νλiD,E2∆. The
other case is similar. Denote the Lagrangian isotopy as ιL,t : L Ñ M ˆ M´. Notice
that the Lagrangian isotopy ιL,t restricting to each fiber ιL,t : L Ñ T ˚Sl ˆ pT ˚Slq´1 is
a Hamiltonian isotopy and hence an exact isotopy (i.e α0 “ ιL˚,tpωcan ‘´ωcanqpBιL,tBt , ¨q is
exact). Since the fiberwise symplectic form and the isotopy are SOpl ` 1q-invariant, so
is α0 and its primitive. These primitives on fibers can be patched together to form the
primitive of α “ ιL˚,tpωM ‘ ´ωM qpBιL,tBt , ¨q and hence ιL,t is an exact, thus a Hamiltonian
isotopy.
Alternatively, one may also patch the Hamiltonian isotopy from Lemma 3.6. We will
leave the details to the reader.
Corollary ?? is now an immediate consequence of [?] by setting k “ 1 for spherical
case and k “ 2 for the projective cases.
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4 Gradings and energy
In this section we discuss the gradings in Lagrangian surgeries. We follow mostly the
exposition in [5] to review the definition of gradings in subsection 4.1. The subsequent
subsections provide computation for a sufficient and necessary criterion to perform graded
surgeries. Starting from the next section, all surgeries between graded Lagrangian will be
graded surgeries. Our discussion stay in the Z-graded case but the corresponding results
for Z{N -gradings can be obtained by modifying our argument using the setting in [23]
and the statements will be a mod-N reduction of what we have here.
4.1 Basic notions
Let pM2n, ωq be an exact symplectic manifold with a primitive one form α for ω, equipped
with an ω-compatible almost complex structure J making M pseudo-convex at infinity.
We also assume 2c1pMq “ 0 and fix once and for all a nowhere-vanishing section Ω2 of
pΛtopC pT ˚M,Jqqb2.
Let L be a connected manifold without boundary (not necessarily compact) and ιL :
L Ñ M a proper exact Lagrangian immersion (i.e. ιL˚α is exact). A grading on pL, ιLq
(sometimes simply denoted as ιL) is defined as a continuous function θL : L Ñ R such
that e2piiθL “ Det2Ω ˝DιL, where Det2Ω is defined as
Det2ΩpΛpq “ Det2ΩpX1, . . . , Xnq “ ΩpX1, . . . , Xnq
2
}ΩpX1, . . . , Xnq2} P S
1
for any Lagrangian plane Λp Ă TpM at a point p and any choice of a basis tX1, . . . , Xnu
for Λp.
Given two transversal Lagrangian planes Λ0,Λ1 (of dimension n) at the same point
with a choice of θ0, θ1 such that e
2piiθj “ Det2ΩpΛjq for both j, we can identify them as
graded Lagrangian vector subspaces of Cn. The index of the pair pΛ0, θ0q and pΛ1, θ1q is
defined as
IndppΛ0, θ0q, pΛ1, θ1qq “ n` θ1 ´ θ0 ´ 2AnglepΛ0,Λ1q (4.1)
where AnglepΛ0,Λ1q “
nř
j“1
βj and βj P p0, 12q are such that there is a unitary basis
u1, . . . , un of Λ0 satisfying Λ1 “ SpanRte2piiβjujunj“1.
In general, when Λ0 X Λ1 “ Λ ‰ t0u, the definition of index for the pair pΛ0, θ0q and
pΛ1, θ1q is the same as above with the definition of AnglepΛ0,Λ1q modified as follows. Pick
a path of Lagrangian planes Λt from Λ0 to Λ1 such that
‚ Λ Ă Λt Ă Λ0 ` Λ1 for all t P r0, 1s, and
‚ the image Λt of Λt inside the symplectic vector space pΛ0 ` Λ1q{Λ is the positive
definite path from Λ0 to Λ1.
Let βt be a continuous path of real numbers such that e
2piiβt “ Det2ΩpΛtq. Then, the
Lagrangian angle is defined as
2AnglepΛ0,Λ1q “ β1 ´ β0
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Definition 4.1. For two graded Lagrangian immersions pιL1 , θ1q, pιL2 , θ2q (not necessarily
distinct), and points pj P Lj for j “ 1, 2 such that ι1pp1q “ ι2pp2q “ p, the index for the
ordered pair pp1, p2q is
Indpp1, p2q “ Indpppι1q˚Tp1L1, θ1pp1qq, ppι2q˚Tp2L2, θ2pp2qqq
We also use the notation IndpL1|p, L2|pq to denote Indpp1, p2q if ι´11 ppq “ tp1u and
ι´12 ppq “ tp2u. Note that if L1 intersects L2 cleanly along D and if D is connected, than
IndpL1|p, L2|pq “ IndpL1|q, L2|qq for all p, q P D. In this case, we denote the index as
IndpL1|D, L2|Dq.
Example 4.2. For a graded Lagrangian immersion pιL, θq and an integer k, ιLrks is
defined as ιLrks “ pιL, θ ´ kq. In particular, we have
IndpιL1rks|D, ιL2rk1s|Dq “ IndpιL1 |D, ιL2 |Dq ` k ´ k1
Example 4.3. Let M “ Cn be equipped with the standard symplectic form, complex
structure and complex volume form. Let L1 “ Rn “ ty1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ yn “ 0u and L2 “ tx1 “
¨ ¨ ¨ “ xn´k “ yn´k`1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ yn “ 0u be two Lagrangian planes for some 0 ď k ď n. We
have Det2ΩpL1q “ 1 and Det2ΩpL2q “ p´1qn´k. Let θL1 “ n´ k ´ 1 and θL2 “ n´k2 be the
grading of L1 and L2. Then, we have IndpL1|0, L2|0q “ pnq`n´k2 ´pn´k´1q´2pn´kqp14q “
k ` 1.
Remark 4.4. For a Lagrangian isotopy Φ “ pΦtqtPr0,1s : L ˆ r0, 1s Ñ pM,ωq, if Φ0 is
equipped with grading θ0, then the induced grading on Φ1 is defined as follows. There is
a uniquely way to extend θ0 : L ˆ t0u Ñ R continuously to θ : L ˆ r0, 1s Ñ R such that
e2piiθp¨,tq “ Det2Ω ˝DΦtp¨q and the induced grading on Φ1 is defined by θp¨, 1q.
Example 4.5. Let L “ R Ă pR2, dx ^ dyq and identify the latter with C equipped with
the standard complex volume form. Consider h : R Ñ R given by hpqq “ c q22 for some
constant c. The graph of dh, Graphpdhq, is given by tpq, cqq P T ˚L|q P Lu. By letting
q “ x and p “ ´y to identify C with T ˚L, Graphpdhq is given by tpx,´cxq P Cu. Under
our convention of Hamiltonian flow, Graphpdhq is the time 1 Hamiltonian flow of L under
Hamiltonian ´h˝pi : T ˚LÑ R, where pi : T ˚LÑ L is the projection. If we give a grading
to L and induces it to a grading on Graphpdhq by the Hamiltonian isotopy, then
IndpL|0, Graphpdhq|0q “
"
1 if c ď 0
0 if c ą 0
In short, the index equals the Morse index of h if c ‰ 0. We call the grading defined above
an induced grading on Graphpdhq.
Example 4.6. Let L “ Rn Ă pCn, dxi^dyiq. Consider h : LÑ R given by hpqq “ c
kř
j“1
q2j
2 .
If we let qi “ xi and pi “ ´yi to identify Cn with T ˚L and give the induced grading to
Graphpdhq by a grading of L and the Hamiltonian isotopy induced by ´h ˝ pi, then
IndpL|Rn´k , Graphpdhq|Rn´kq “
"
n if c ď 0
n´ k if c ą 0
where Rn´k is the last n´ k qi coordinates.
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Corollary 4.7. Let h : L Ñ R be a Morse-Bott function with Morse-Bott maximum
at critical submanifold D1 of dimension k1 and minimum at D2 of dimension k2. If
L Ă T ˚L is graded and Graphpdhq is equipped with grading induced from that of L
and the Hamiltonian isotopy induced by ´h ˝ pi, then IndpL|D1 , Graphpdhq|D1q “ n and
IndpL|D2 , Graphpdhq|D2q “ n´ k2
Definition 4.8. For a Lagrangian immersion pιL, θLq, we define
RL “ RιL :“ tpp, qq P Lˆ L|ιppq “ ιpqq, p ‰ qu
and call it the set of branch jump .
Example 4.9. Let M “ T ˚RPn be equipped with the canonical one form and symplectic
form with n ą 1. Fix a choice of J and Ω2. Let ιL : L “ Sn Ñ RPn :“ L be the double
cover of the zero section. Note that we can equip L with a grading θL : RPn Ñ R. The
lift of θL to θL : LÑ R gives a Z{2Z invariant grading of L and hence Indpp, qq “ n for
any pp, qq P RL. Converesely, if θL is any grading on L, then we must have θLppq “ θLpqq
for any pp, qq P R because θLpqq ´ θLppq P Z for any pp, qq P R and θLpqq ´ θLppq varies
continuously with respect to pp, qq.
4.2 Local computation for surgery at a point
The grading of Lagrangian surgery in the local model was considered by Seidel [23] already,
and we include an account for completeness. Let Hγ be a Lagrangian handle. We equip
Cn with the standard complex volume form Ω “ dz1 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ dzn.
Lemma 4.10 ([23]). Let Rn and iRn be equipped with gradings θr and θi, respectively.
Then, there is a grading θH on Hγ and a unique integer m such that θH can be patched
with θr `m and θi to give a grading on Rn#0iRn. If IndppRn|0, θrq, piRn|0, θiqq “ 1, we
have m “ 0.
Proof. As shown in Example 2.13, Hγ “ Hν for some flow handle Hν . Since Hν is obtained
by Hamiltonian flow of iRn, Hν is canonically graded by θi using the Hamiltonian isotopy.
We call this grading θH and continuously extend it on ClpHνq. Since RnXClpHνq has one
grading induced from θr and one induced from θH , θH |RnXClpHνq´θr|RnXClpHνq is a locally
constant integer-valued function. If Rn X ClpHνq is connected, then there is a unique
integer m such that θH |RnXClpHνq “ θr|RnXClpHνq `m. If Rn X ClpHνq is not connected,
then n “ 1 and one can check directly that the same conclusion holds. As a result, this m
is the unique integer such that θH can be patched with θr`m and θi to give a grading on
Rn#0iRn. In what follows, we want to show that m “ 0 if IndppRn|0, θrq, piRn|0, θiqq “ 1.
Pick a point x “ px1, . . . , xnq P Sn´1. Let cpsq “ γpsqx P Hγ and denote the image
curve as Impcq, where γ is an admissible curve (See Definition 2.7). The Lagrangian plane
Λs at cpsq is spanned by tγ1psqxuY tγpsqvjunj“2, where vj P TxSn´1 forms an orthonormal
basis. (See also the proof of Lemma 2.8). Therefore, we have
Det2ΩpΛsq “ ei2pargpγ1psqq`pn´1q argpγpsqqq
for all s. There is a unique continuous function θc : Impcq Ñ R such that
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‚ θcpcpsqq “ n´ 1 for s ă 0,
‚ θcpcpsqq “ n2 for s ą , and
‚ e2piiθcpcpsqq “ Det2ΩpΛsq for all s
Therefore, we have θc´ θH |Impcq P Z and θc describes the change of Lagrangian planes
from Rn to iRn along the handle. By comparing with the Example 4.3 (for k “ 0), we can
see that if the graded Lagrangians Rn and iRn inside Cn intersect at the origin of index
1, then m “ 0. This finishes the proof.
Corollary 4.11 ([23]). Let ιi : Li Ñ pM,ωq for i “ 1, 2 be two graded Lagrangian
immersions with grading θ1 and θ2, respectively, intersecting transversally at a point p. If
IndppL1|p, θ1q, pL2|p, θ2qq “ 1, then ι : L1#pL2 Ñ pM,ωq can be equipped with a grading
θ12 extending θ1 and θ2. In this case, we call L1#pL2 together with its grading as a surgery
from graded L1 to L2.
4.3 Local computation for surgery along clean intersection
This subsection discuss the grading for Lagrangian surgery along clean intersection. We
start with ordinary clean surgery (See subsubsection 2.2.2).
Lemma 4.12. Let L1, ND˚ Ă T ˚L1 be equipped with gradings θr and θi, respectively. For
any λ-admissible function ν such that λ ă rpDq, there is a grading θH on HDν and a unique
integer m such that θH can be patched with θi, θr `m to become a grading on L1#νDND˚.
Moreover, m “ 0 if and only if IndppL1|D, θrq, pND˚|D, θiqq “ dimpDq ` 1.
Immediately from Lemma 4.12, we have
Corollary 4.13. Let L1, L2 Ă pM,ωq be graded Lagrangians cleanly intersecting at D. We
can perform a graded surgery L1#DL2 from L1 to L2 along D if and only if IndpL1|D, L2|Dq “
dimpDq ` 1.
Proof of Lemma 4.12. The first statement of the lemma follows as in the first paragraph
of the proof of Lemma 4.10. Therefore, we just need to prove that m “ 0 if and only if
IndppL1|D, θrq, pND˚|D, θiqq “ dimpDq ` 1. Let dimpDq “ k.
Pick a Darboux chart such that in local coordinates ND˚ is represented by points
of the form pq, pq “ pqb, 0, 0, pf q “ pq1, . . . , qk, 0, . . . , 0, pk`1, . . . , pnq, where the first 0 in
pqb, 0, 0, pf q are the last n´k qi coordinates and the second 0 are the first k pi coordinates.
We also require pq1, . . . , qk, tqk`1, . . . , tqnq are normalized geodesics on L1 as t varies, for
any q1, . . . , qn such that
řn
j“k`1 q2j “ 1. As a result, the handle HDν in local coordinates
is given by (here, we suppose that the surgery is supported in a sufficiently small region
relative to the Darboux chart)
tφ$νp}pf }qpqb, 0, 0, pf q “ ppqb, νp}pf }q
pf
}pf } , 0, pf q|qb P R
k, pf P Rn´ku
We consider the standard complex volume form Ω “ dz1 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ dzn in the chart. Let
epi2 P Sn´k´1 Ă Rn´k be a vector in the unit sphere of last n´ k pi coordinates. Let
cprq “ p0, νp}repi2}q repi2}repi2} , 0, repi2q “ p0, νprqepi2 , 0, repi2q
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be a smooth curve on HDν for r P p0, s. We define cp0q “ limrÑ0` cprq.
We want to understand how the Lagrangian planes change from L1 to ND˚ along the
handle and it suffices to look at how the Lagrangian planes change along cprq. The
Lagrangian plane Λr at cprq is spanned by
tpej , 0, 0, 0qukj“1 Y tp0, ν1prqepi2 , 0, epi2qu Y tp0, νprq
eKj
r
, 0, eKj qun´kj“2
where ej P Rk are coordinate vectors and eKj form an orthonormal basis for orthogonal
complement of epi2 in Rn´k.
Then we have
Det2ΩpΛrq “ ei2pargpν1prq´
?´1q`pn´k´1q argp νprq
r
´?´1qq
for all r. Here, the convention we use is still, zi “ qi ´ ?´1pi. Observe that ν 1pq “
νpq
 “ 0. When r goes to 0, ν 1prq decreases monotonically to ´8. Similarly, νprqr increases
monotonically to infinity because r goes to zero and ν is bounded and positive.
In particular, argpν 1prq ´ ?´1q increases from pi to 3pi2 as r increases and argpνprqr ´?´1qq decreases from 2pi to 3pi2 as r increases. Therefore, there is a unique continuous
function θc : Impcq Ñ R such that
‚ θcpcprqq “ n´ k ´ 1 for r “ 0,
‚ θcpcprqq “ n´k2 for r “ , and
‚ e2piiθcpcprqq “ Det2ΩpΛrq for all r P r0, s.
By Example 4.3, we have IndppRn|Rk , n ´ k ´ 1q, pN˚pRkq|Rk , n´k2 qq “ k ` 1. Hence,
m “ 0 if and only if IndppL1|D, θrq, pND˚|D, θiqq “ k ` 1.
For the E2-flow surgery, we use the setting in subsection 2.3 and we have
Lemma 4.14. Suppose D Ă L “ K1ˆK2 is a smooth submanifold of dimension k which
is transversal to tpu ˆK2 for all p P K1. Let L,ND˚ Ă T ˚L be equipped with gradings θr
and θi, respectively. For any λ-admissible function ν such that λ ă rE2pDq, there is a
grading θH on H
D,E2
ν and a unique integer m such that θH can be patched with θr ` m
and θi to become a grading on L#
ν
D,E2
ND˚.
Moreover, we have m “ 0 if and only if IndppL|D, θrq, pND˚|D, θiqq “ dimpDq ` 1.
Corollary 4.15. Let L1 “ K1 ˆ K2, L2 Ă pM,ωq be graded Lagrangians cleanly in-
tersecting at D. Suppose D is transversal to tpu ˆ K2 for all p P K1. Then we can
perform a graded E2-flow surgery L1#D,E2L2 from L1 to L2 along D if and only if
IndpL1|D, L2|Dq “ dimpDq ` 1.
Proof of Lemma 4.14. As explained before (cf. Lemma 4.10 and Lemma 4.12), we just
need to show that m “ 0 if and only if IndppL|D, θrq, pND˚|D, θiqq “ dimpDq ` 1. Again
denote k “ dimpDq.
Pick a chart compatible with the product structure on L and define qb “ pq1, . . . , qkq P
L1 and qf “ pqk`1, . . . , qnq P L2. We also want that pqb, tqf q is a geodesic with velocity
one as t varies, for any qb, qf such that |qf | “ 1. We can also assume the origin belongs
to D and denote a basis of the tangent space of D at origin T0D as tw1, . . . , wku and
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wj “ wjb ` wjf , where wjb and wjf are the qb and qf components of wj , respectively. Since
D is transversal to the second factor, we can assume wjb are the unit coordinate vectors
in the qb-plane for 1 ď j ď k. Moreover, there is a function qDf pqbq of qb near origin such
that pqb, qDf pqbqq P D.
This chart gives a corresponding Darboux chart on T ˚L and we define pDb as a function
of qb, pf near origin such that pqb, qDf pqbq, pDb pqb, pf q, pf q P ND˚. Note that pDb p¨, ¨q is linear
on the second factor. Near the origin (close enough to origin such that qDf pqbq is well-
defined), the handle HD,E2ν in local coordinates is given by
tφ$piνp}pb}qpqb, qDf pqbq, pDb pqb, pf q, pf q “ pqb, qDf pqbq`νp}pf }q
pf
}pf } , p
D
b pqb, pf q, pf q|qb P Rk, pf P Rn´ku
We consider the standard complex volume form Ω “ dz1 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ dzn in the chart. Let
epi2 P Sn´k´1 Ă Rn´k be a vector in the unit sphere in the pf coordinates. Let
cprq “ φ$piνp}repi2}qp0, 0, p
D
b p0, repi2q, repi2q
“ p0, νp}repi2}q repi2}repi2} , p
D
b p0, repi2q, repi2q
“ p0, νprqepi2 , pDb p0, repi2q, repi2q
be a smooth curve in HD,E2ν for r P p0, s. We define cp0q “ limrÑ0` cprq.
The Lagrangian plane Λr of H
D,E2
ν at cprq is spanned by
tpwjb , wjf , κpr, wjq, 0qukj“1 Y tp0, ν1prqepi2 , pDb p0, epi2q, epi2qu Y tp0,
νprq
r
eKj , pDb p0, eKj q, eKj qun´kj“2
where κpr, wjq “ BqjpDb p0, repi2q “ rpBqjpDb p0, epi2qq is linear in r and eKj form an orthonor-
mal basis for orthogonal complement of epi2 in Rn´k. We note that p0, ν1prqepi2 , pDb p0, epi2q, epi2q “
c1prq and the computation uses the fact that pDb p¨, ¨q is linear on the second factor.
Let κjpr, wjq be the coefficient of wjb-component of κpr, wjq (Here, we identify the
qb-plane and the pb-plane). Notice that
Det2ΩpΛrq “ e
i2p kř
j“1
argp1´κjpr,wjq?´1q`argpν1prq´?´1q`pn´k´1q argp νprqr ´
?´1qq
for all r (Here, we use the fact that wjb are unit coordinates vectors and we use the
convention zi “ qi ´?´1pi). Let Kprq “
kř
j“1
argp1´ κjpr, wjq?´1q.
Similar to Lemma 4.12, argpν 1prq ´ ?´1q increases from pi to 3pi2 as r increases and
argpνprqr ´
?´1qq decreases from 2pi to 3pi2 as r increases. Therefore, there is a unique
continuous function θc : Impcq Ñ R such that
• θcpcprqq “ n´ k ´ 1` Kp0qpi “ n´ k ´ 1 for r “ 0,
• θcpcprqq “ n´k2 ` Kpqpi for r “ , and
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• e2piiθcpcprqq “ Det2ΩpΛrq for all r P r0, s.
On the other hand, we can lift a path of Lagrangian plane ΛNr of ND˚ over the path
c2prq “ p0, 0, pDb p0, repi2q, repi2q connecting the origin and cpq. The Lagrangian plane ΛNr
is spanned by
tpwjb , wjf , κpr, wjq, 0qukj“1 Y tp0, 0, pDb p0, epi2q, epi2qu Y tp0, 0, pDb p0, eKj q, eKj qun´kj“2
Therefore, the grading ofND˚ at origin is the grading ofND˚ at cpq subtracted by Kpqpi . If we
extend θc continuously over Impc2q (note: ImpcqXImpc2q “ tcpqu), then θcpc2p0qq “ n´k2 .
By an analogous calculation as in Example 4.3, we have
IndppL1|D, n´ k ´ 1q, pND˚|D, n´ k2 qq “ k ` 1
and by comparing it with θc, the result follows.
The following is a family version whose proof is similar.
Corollary 4.16. Let L0,L1 Ă pM2n, ωq as in Lemma 2.25 and let the dimension of D be
k. Assume L0,L1 are graded with grading θr and θi. Then IndppL1|D, θrq, pN˚D|D, θiqq “
k ` 1 if and only if L0#νD,E2L1 has a grading such that the grading restricted to L0,L1
coincide with θr and θi, respectively.
4.4 Diagonal in product
We recall from [35] how to associate the canonical grading to the diagonal in M ˆM´.
For a standard symplectic vector space pR2n, ωstdq and itsN -fold Maslov cover LagN pR2n,Λ0q
based at a graded Lagrangian plane Λ0, we can associate aN -fold Maslov cover Lag
N pR2n,´ˆ
R2n,Λ´0 ˆ Λ0q. In particular, Λ´0 ˆ Λ0 is canonically graded. For any Lagrangian plane
Λ Ă R2n and a path γ from Λ to Λ0, the induced path γ´ˆγ from Λ´ˆΛ to Λ´0 ˆΛ0 gives
an identification between LagN pR2n,´ ˆ R2n,Λ´0 ˆ Λ0q and LagN pR2n,´ ˆ R2n,Λ´ ˆ Λq,
independent from the choice of γ. This gives a canonical grading on Λ´ ˆ Λ.
To give a canonical grading to the diagonal ∆ Ă R2n,´ˆR2n, it suffices to give once and
for all an identification between LagN pR2n,´ ˆ R2n,Λ´ ˆ Λq and LagN pR2n,´ ˆ R2n,∆q.
This is given by concatenation of two paths
peJtΛ´ ˆ ΛqtPr0,pi
2
s, ptptx` Jy, x` tJyq|x, y P ΛuqtPr0,1s
where J is an ωstd-compatible complex structure on R2n. This canonical grading induces
a canonical grading on ∆M ĂM´ ˆM for any symplectic manifold M .
In the following lemma, we consider our symplectic manifold being M “ Cn,´ and
compute the index between a product Lagrangian with the diagonal ∆M .
Lemma 4.17 (c.f. Section 3 of [35]). For any graded Lagrangian subspace Λ Ă Cn,´, we
have
IndpΛ´ ˆ Λ|∆Λ ,∆Cn,´ |∆Λq “ n
where Λ´ ˆ Λ and ∆Cn,´ are equipped with their canonical gradings in Cn ˆ Cn,´.
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Proof. It suffices to consider Λ “ Rn Ă Cn,´ and J “ ´Jstd “ ´
?´1. Let zi “ xi`?´1yi
be the coordinates of Cn and wi “ ui ` ?´1vi be the coordinates of Cn,´. We consider
the standard complex volume form Ω “ dz1 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ dzn ^ dw¯1 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ dw¯n on Cn ˆ Cn,´
and equip Λ´ ˆ Λ with grading 0. We have Det2peJtΛ´ ˆ Λq “ e´i2nt, which induces a
grading of ´n2 on eJ
pi
2 Λ´ ˆ Λ. We also have Det2ptptx ` Jy, x ` tJyq|x, y P Λuq “ e´inpi
for all t so the canonical grading on ∆ is ´n2 .
To calculate AnglepΛ´ˆΛ,∆q, we observe that pΛ´ˆΛqX∆ “ SpantpBxi `Buiquni“1.
We can use Λt “ pΛ´ˆΛqX∆`SpantptpByi `Bviq` p1´ tqp´Bxi `Buiqqu from Λ´ˆΛ to
∆ for the calculation of AnglepΛ´ ˆ Λ,∆q. As a result, we have 2AnglepΛ´ ˆ Λ,∆q “ n2
and hence
IndpΛ´ ˆ Λ|∆Λ ,∆Cn,´ |∆Λq “ 2n` p´
n
2
q ´ 0´ n
2
“ n
Corollary 4.18. Let L be a Lagrangian in M . With the canonical gradings of LˆL ĂMˆ
M´ and ∆ ĂMˆM´, one can perform graded clean surgery to obtain pLˆLqr1s#∆L,E2∆.
Proof. This is a direct consequence of Lemma 4.14 and Lemma 4.17.
Corollary 4.19. There is a graded clean surgery identity pSn ˆ Snqr1s#∆Sn ,E2∆ “
Graphpτ´1Sn q.
Proof. A direct consequence of Corollary 3.7 and Corollary 4.18.
Lemma 4.20. There is a graded clean surgery identity
CP
m
2 ˆ CPm2 #Dop,E2ppCP
m
2 ˆ CPm2 qr1s#∆
CP
m
2
,E2∆q “ Graphpτ´1CPm2 q
.
Proof. By Corollary 4.18, we can obtain a graded Lagrangian L “ pCPm2 ˆCPm2 qr1s#∆
CP
m
2
,E2∆.
As explained in the proof of Lemma 3.6 and Lemma 3.8, L is Hamiltonian isotopic to a
Lagrangian Q cleanly intersecting with CP
m
2 ˆCPm2 along Dop such that Q coincide with
the graph of a Morse-Bott function with maximum at Dop near Dop. Therefore, we have
IndpCPm2 ˆ CPm2 |Dop , Q|Dopq “ 2m ´ 1. Here the first term 2m follows by Corollary 4.7
and the second term ´1 comes from the grading shift of the first factor of L. Since Dop
is of dimension 2m´ 2, we get the result by applying Lemma 4.14.
The cases for RPn and HPn can be computed analogously.
Lemma 4.21. There are also graded clean surgery identities
RPn ˆ RPnr1s#Dop,E2ppRPn ˆ RPnqr1s#∆RPn ,E2∆q “ Graphpτ´1RPnq
and
HPn ˆHPnr´2s#Dop,E2ppHPn ˆHPnqr1s#∆HPn ,E2∆q “ Graphpτ´1HPnq
where Dop are defined similar to Lemma 4.20.
For family Dehn twist, we have (See Corollary 3.10)
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Lemma 4.22. There are graded clean surgery identities
rCSr1s#D,E2∆ “ Graphpτ´1CS qrCRr1s#Dop,E2 rCRr1s#D,E2∆ “ Graphpτ´1CRqrCC#Dop,E2 rCCr1s#D,E2∆ “ Graphpτ´1CC qrCHr´2s#Dop,E2 rCHr1s#D,E2∆ “ Graphpτ´1CH q
where CS (resp. CR, CC , CH) is a spherically (resp. real projectively, complex projectively,
quaternionic projectively) coisotropic submanifold.
4.5 Primitive function on an exact Lagrangian under surgeries
Example 4.23. Let h : L Ñ R be a function and Graphpdhq be the graph of dh. With
respect to the canonical one form, Graphpdhq is an exact Lagrangian with primitive h.
The following lemma shows that for exact Lagrangian obtained from ordinary clean
surgery, the value of primitive function decreases along handle.
Lemma 4.24. Let L1, D,ND˚, H
D
ν , cprq be as in (the proof) of Lemma 4.12. For the
canonical one form α P Ω1pT ˚L1q, we have
ş
c α ă 0.
In particular, if L1#
ν
DND˚ is an exact Lagrangian with primitive f with respect to α
(cf. Lemma 6.2), then fpcp0qq ą fpcpqq.
Proof. Using the notation from the proof of Lemma 4.12, we have cprq “ p0, νprqepi2 , 0, repi2q
and c1prq “ p0, ν1prqepi2 , 0, epi2q. As a result,
α|cprqpc1prqq “ xrepi2 , ν1prqepi2y “ rν1prq ă 0
for 0 ă r ă  since ν 1 ă 0. The result follows.
The case for E2-flow clean surgery is similar.
Lemma 4.25. Let L,D,ND˚, H
D,E2
ν , cprq be as in (the proof) of Lemma 4.14. For the
canonical one form α P Ω1pT ˚Lq, we have şc α ă 0.
In particular, if L#νD,E2ND˚ is an exact Lagrangian with primitive f with respect to α
(cf. Lemma 6.2), then fpcp0qq ą fpcpcqq.
If ιL is an exact Lagrangian immersion with primitive fL (ie. fL : LÑ R is such that
dfL “ ιL˚α), then we define the energy of branch jump E : RL Ñ R
Epp, qq “ ´fLppq ` fLpqq
which is independent of choice of primitive fL.
Example 4.26. Using the setup in Example 4.9, then E : L Ñ R is identically zero
because E is a locally constant function on R and Epp, qq “ ´Epq, pq. This applies to any
double covers.
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5 Review of Lagrangian Floer theory, Lagrangian cobor-
disms and quilted Floer theory
We first fix conventions for Lagrangian Floer theory in the rest of the paper, which follows
that of [26]. Note that this is different from the homology convention of [6].
Let L0, L1 Ă pM,ωq be a pair of transversally intersecting Lagrangians. For a generic
one-parameter family of ω-compatible almost complex structure J “ Jt, let
Mpp´, p`q “ tu : Rˆ r0, 1s ÑM :
usps, tq ` Jtpups, tqqutps, tq “ 0,
ups, 0q P L0 and ups, 1q P L1
lim
sÑ`8ups, tq “ p`,
lim
sÑ´8ups, tq “ p´u.
(5.1)
Then the Floer cochain complex CF ˚pL0, L1q is generated by L0 X L1 and equipped
with a differential by counting rigid elements from Mpp´, p`q, i.e.
dp` “
ÿ
p´PL0XL1
#M0pp´, p`qp´
The higher operations are defined analogously by counting holomorphic polygons as in
[26]. We refer thereof for the definition of the Fukaya category and will not repeat it here.
Definition 5.1. Let Li, L
1
j Ă pM,ωq, 1 ď i ď k, 1 ď j ď k1 be a collection of La-
grangian submanifolds. A Lagrangian cobordism V from pL1, . . . , Lkq to pL1k1 , . . . , L11q is
an embedded Lagrangian submanifold in M ˆ C so that the following condition hold.
‚ There is a compact set K Ă C such that V ´pMˆKq “ p\ki“1Liˆγiq\p\k1j“1L1jˆγ1jq
called the ends, where γi “ p´8, xiq ˆ taiu and γ1j “ px1j ,8q ˆ tb1ju for some xi, ai, x1j , b1j
such that a1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă ak and b11 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă b1k1.
For the grading we always choose the quadratic complex volume form on M ˆ C to
be the quadratic complex volume form on M times the standard one on C. When V is
graded, the restriction induces a grading on each end. On an end, say Li ˆ γi, we denote
the induced grading as θii. Since an end is a product Lagrangian, we can associate a
grading θi to Li by requiring θippq “ θiipp ˆ zq for all p P Li and z P γi. The same rule
applies to L1j ˆ γ1j . We use this grading convention between a cobordism and its fiber
Lagrangians over its ends throughout.
The main result we will utilize from Biran-Cornea’s Lagrangian cobordism formalism
reads:
Theorem 5.2 ([7]). If there exists a graded monotone (or exact) Lagrangian cobor-
dism from monotone (or exact) Lagrangians pL1rk ´ 1s, L2rk ´ 2s, . . . , Lkq to pL1k1rk1 ´
1s, L1k1´1rk1´2s, . . . , L11q, then there is an isomorphism between iterated cones in DpiFukpMq,
ConepL1 Ñ L2 Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ Lkq – ConepL1k1 Ñ L1k1´1 Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ L11q
Here ConepL1 Ñ L2 Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ Lkq “ Conep¨ ¨ ¨ConepConepL1 Ñ L2q Ñ L3q Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ Lkq.
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Figure 7: Projection of a Lagrangian cobordism.
Note that, CF ˚pK,ConepL1 Ñ L2 Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ Lkqq “ CF ˚pK,L1rk ´ 1sq ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘
CF ˚pK,Lkq as a graded vector space for any graded Lagrangian K transversally inter-
secting Li. It explains the seemingly weird grading shift of the Lagrangians Li, L
1
j for the
cobordism.
We dedicate the rest of this section to quilted Floer theory developed in [35][34][36][32].
Definition 5.3. Given a sequence of symplectic manifolds M0, . . . ,Mr`1, a generalized
Lagrangian correspondence L “ pL01, . . . , Lrpr`1qq is a sequence such that Lipi`1q ĂM´i ˆ
Mi`1 are embedded Lagrangian submanifolds for all i. A cyclic generalized Lagrangian
correspondence is one such that M0 “Mr`1.
For a Lagrangian correspondence L01 Ă M´0 ˆM1, Lt01 Ă M´1 ˆM0 is defined to be
Lt01 “ tpx, yq|py, xq P L01u. Given two Lagrangian correspondences L01 Ă M´0 ˆM1 and
L12 ĂM´1 ˆM2, the geometric composition is defined as
L01 ˝ L12 “ tpx, zq|Dy such that px, yq P L01 and py, zq P L12u (5.2)
For the composition to work nicely, we require that:
• the projection pi02 : L01 ˆM1 L12 Ñ L01 ˝ L12 is an embedding, where L01 ˆM1 L12
is the fiber product and pi02 is the projection forgetting M1 factor
• L01 ˆ L12 intersects M´0 ˆ∆ˆM2 transversally in M´0 ˆM1 ˆM´1 ˆM2.
In this case, the composition L01 ˝ L12 is called embedded. One is referred to Section
3.3 for a non-trivial example of Lagrangian correspondence and comopsition coming from
coisotropic embeddings.
For a cyclic generalized Lagrangian correspondence L, the quilted Floer cohomol-
ogy is defined to be
HF ˚pLq “ HF ˚pL01 ˆ L23 . . . Lpr´1qr, L12 ˆ L34 . . . Lrpr`1qq
in M´0 ˆM1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆMr´1 ˆMr if r is odd, and
HF ˚pLq “ HF ˚pL01 ˆ L23 . . . Lrpr`1q, L12 ˆ L34 . . . Lpr´1qr ˆ∆M0q
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in M´0 ˆM1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆMr´ ˆMr`1 if r is even.
It is worth pointing out that for the quilted Floer cohomology to be well-defined, L
needs to satisfy a stronger monotonicity condition ([35, Definitnion 4.1.2(b)]). A sufficient
condition for this stronger monotonicity to hold for L “ pL0, L01, L1q is when pi1pL01q “ 1
([35, Lemma 4.1.3]). We refer readers to [35] for further details on monotonicity, as well as
orientation, grading, exactness, and so forth for a generalized Lagrangian correspondence.
The following theorems summarize main properties that will concern us.
Theorem 5.4 (Theorem 5.2.6 of [35]). For a monotone (or exact) cyclic generalized
Lagrangian correspondence L such that
• Mi are monotone with the same monotonicity constant,
• the minimal Maslov numbers of Lipi`1q are at least three,
• M0 “Mr`1 is a point,
• Lipi`1q “ Li ˆ Li`1 for Lagrangians Li ĂMi and Li`1 ĂMi`1 for some 1 ď i ă r
then there is a canonical isomorphism
HF ˚pLq “ HF ˚pL01, L12, . . . , Lpi´1qi, Liq bHF ˚pLi`1, Lpi`1qpi`2q, . . . , Lrpr`1qq
with coefficients in a field.
Theorem 5.5 (Theorem 5.4.1 of [35] and Theorem 1, 2 of [18]). For a cyclic generalized
Lagrangian correspondence L such that
• Mi are monotone with the same monotonicity constant,
• the minimal Maslov numbers of Lipi`1q are at least three,
• L is monotone, relatively spin and graded in the sense of Section 4.3 of [35], and
• Lpi´1qi ˝ Lipi`1q is embedded in the sense above
then there is a canonical isomorphism
HF ˚pLq “ HF ˚pL01, L12, . . . , Lpi´1qi ˝ Lipi`1q, . . . , Lrpr`1qq
where the orientation and grading on the right are induced by those on L.
Remark 5.6. In [18], Theorem 5.5 was extended to greater generality than stated here,
which should be useful for extending our results to negatively monotone cases.
For a symplectomorphism φ P SymppMq, the fixed point Floer cohomology can be
defined as
HF ˚pφq “ HF ˚p∆, Graphpφqq “ HF ˚pGraphpφ´1q,∆q
where the Lagrangian Floer cohomologies take place in M ˆM´.
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Remark 5.7. We follow the convention in [35], where HF ˚pφq “ HF ˚pGraphpφq,∆q in
M´ ˆM . Therefore, we have HF ˚pφq “ HF ˚p∆, Graphpφqq in M ˆM´.
An A8 version of quilted Floer theory was also developed in [32]. This defines an
A8 structure for all generalized Lagrangian correspondence from pt to M , denoted as
Fuk#pMq. Any Lagrangian correspondence L5 from M to N defines an A8 functor from
Fuk#pMq to Fuk#pNq. In particular, there is an A8 functor
Φ : FukpM´ ˆMq Ñ funpFuk#pMq,Fuk#pMqq (5.3)
which takes the graph of symplectomorphism φ to the action by φ. We also refer the
reader to [2, Section 5] for a list of axioms for Mau-Wehrheim-Woodward’s functor.
Now we restrict our concerns to the subcategory generated by two types of Lagrangians:
product Lagrangians and graph of symplectomorphisms. Then the functor Φ reduces to
an A8 functor with target funpTwFukpMq, TwFukpMqq. This is due to Abouzaid-Smith
[2] for the case of product Lagrangians, and the simple nature of geometric compositions
with graph of symplectomorphisms. We will denote this subcategory as ĄFukpM ˆMq,
and the subcategory generated solely by product Lagrangians as FukpM ˆMqˆ. What is
also shown in [2] was that
Theorem 5.8. Φ is a fully faithful functor when restricted to FukpM ˆMqˆ.
Alternatively, one may apply a close relative of Φ defined by Ganatra [13, section 9.3,
9.4]. This is an A8 functor G : ĄFukpM ˆMq Ñ BimodpFukpMqq (the original definition
only include the identity symplectomorphism but this is an easy adaption).
Bimodules which are images of product Lagrangians has the form of YlLbkYrL1 . As in the
case of functors, Ganatra showed a Yoneda-type proposition that G is fully faithful when re-
stricted to FukpMˆMqˆ, hence has a quasi-inverse G˚ from its image BimodpFukpMqqˆ.
Hence we have the following diagram which commutes up to quasi-isomorphism.
FukpM ˆMqˆ _

BimodpFukpMqq
G˚
44
ĄFukpM ˆMq
G
oo
Φ
// funpFukpMq,FukpMqq
Φ˚
kk
(5.4)
6 Proof of long exact sequences
We construct Lagrangian cobordisms associated to the surgery identities and deduce the
long exact sequences in this section. Throughout the whole section, we assume all La-
grangians in M are Z or Z{N -graded.
Lemma 6.1. Let L “ L1#DL2, L1#D,E2L2 or L1#D,E2L2 as surgeries of graded La-
grangians. Then there is a graded Lagrangian cobordism V from L1 and L2 (or L1 and
L2) to L.
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Proof. We give the proof for L “ L1#D,E2L2 and the proof for L1#DL2 and L1#D,E2L2
are similar. It suffices to consider M “ T ˚L1 and L2 “ ND˚ is the conormal bundle of D in
L1. As usual, we assume a product metric on L1 “ K1 ˆK2 is chosen and D&ptpu ˆK2q
for all p P K1 so that the E2-flow clean surgery can be performed.
First note that L1ˆR intersects cleanly with L2ˆ iR at Dˆt0u. Let the grading of L1
be θi. We give a grading θ1r to L1ˆR by requiring θ1rpp, zq “ θ1ppq for all p P L1 and z P R.
On the other hand, we equip L2 ˆ iR with grading θ2i such that θ2ipp, zq “ θ1ppq ´ 12 for
all p P L1 and z P R. Then we have IndpL1ˆR|Dˆt0u, L2ˆ iR|Dˆt0uq “ IndpL1|D, L2|Dq`
IndpR|0, iR|0q “ IndpL1|D, L2|Dq. Moreover, we also have IndpL1|D, L2|Dq “ dimpDq ` 1
by the assumption that graded E2-flow surgery from L1 to L2 can be performed and
Lemma 4.14 .
Pick the standard metric on R. By Lemma 4.14, we can perform the graded Lagrangian
surgery from L1ˆR to L2ˆ iR resolving the clean intersection by a pE2‘Rq-flow handle
HD,E2‘Rν , where we canonically identify T ˚pL1ˆRq as a E1‘E2‘R bundle over L1ˆR.
We note that E2 ‘ R-flow is well-defined to give a smooth Lagrangian manifold because
we stayed inside the injectivity radius (Lemma 2.24). Hence we have a graded embedded
Lagrangian cobordism with four ends.
Let pi : M ˆ C Ñ C be the projection on second factor and piH “ pi|HD,E2‘Rν . We
define S` “ tpx, yq P R2|y ě xu and W “ pi´1H pS`q. A direct check shows that W is a
smooth manifold with boundary pi´1H p0q “ L. Let W0 “W Xpi´1pr´3, 0sˆr0, 3sq. It has
three boundary components, namely L1 ˆ tp´3, 0qu, L2 ˆ p0, 3q and L ˆ tp0, 0qu, while
L ˆ tp0, 0qu is the only boundary component that is not cylindrical. One then applies a
trick due to Biran-Cornea (see Section 6 of [6]). This yields a Hamiltonian perturbation
ϕ supported on pi´1pr´, s ˆ r´, sq, so that ϕpW q has all three cylindrical ends. By
extending ϕppi´1H p0qq to infinity and bending the cylindrical end corresponding to L2 to
the left, we get the desired Lagrangian cobordism V .
Finally, by the identification of gradings from ends to fiber Lagrangians, we conclude
that it is a cobordism from L1 and L2 to L.
L2
L1
L1#L2
bottleneck
Figure 8: Construction of a simple cobordism.
We call a cobordism obtained by Lemma 6.1 a simple cobordism . When D is a
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single point, it reduces to the usual Lagrangian surgery and Lemma 6.1 was discussed in
Section 6 of [6] in detail.
Lemma 6.2. Let V be a simple cobordism from L1, L2 to L and D is connected. If L1
and L2 are exact Lagrangians, then L is exact and V is also exact.
Proof. We give the proof for L “ L1#D,E2L2. Without loss of generality, we can assume
M “ T ˚L1, L2 “ ND˚ is the conormal bundle. We first assume codimLipDq ě 2.
Since the E2-flow handle H
D,E2
ν is obtained by a Hamiltonian flow of ND˚zD, it is
immediate that HD,E2ν is an exact Lagrangian because LXνα “ dK for a function K. Let
f1, f2 and fH be a primitive of α restricted on L1, L2 and H
D,E2
ν , respectively. Since we
assume D is of codimension two or higher, pfi ´ fHq|
LiXHD,E2ν
are locally constants and
hence constants for i “ 1, 2, where HD,E2ν denotes the closure of the handle. By possibly
adding a constant to f1 and f2, we can assume f1, f2 and fH are chosen such that they
match together to give a primitive on L.
Now we drop the codimension assumption and only assume codimLipDq ě 1. We recall
that in the proof of Lemma 6.1, the first step for constructing V is to resolve L1 ˆR and
L2 ˆ iR along D ˆ tp0, 0qu, which has now codimLiˆRpDq ě 2. This process preserves
exactness by what we just proved. Then we cut the cobordism into a half, do Hamiltonian
perturbation near Lˆ tp0, 0qu and extend the cylindrical end. All of these steps preserve
the exactness of the Lagrangian and hence V is exact. The restriction of V to the fiber
over tp0, 0qu is precisely L, proving the exactness of the surgery.
Lemma 6.3. Let V be a simple cobordism from L1, L2 to L. If L1 and L2 are monotone
Lagrangians such that either
(1) pi1pL1, Dq “ 1 or pi1pL2, Dq “ 1, or
(2) the image of pi1pLiq to pi1pMq is torsion for either i “ 1, 2
then L is monotone and V is also monotone.
Proof. Again we give the proof for L “ L1#D,E2L2 and we first assume that codimLipDq ě
2. For convenience we decompose L “ L˚1 Y L˚2. Here L˚2 is the closure of the image of
L2zD under the E2-flow defining the surgery, and L˚1 is the closure of the complement of
L˚2.
In case (1) it suffices to prove the lemma when pi1pL2, Dq “ 1, since the slight asymme-
try of L1 and L2 will be irrelevant. First note that pi1pUpDq, UpDqzDq “ pi1pND˚, ND˚zDq “
1 by our assumption on D, where UpDq is a tubular neighborhood of D in L2. Since the
flow handle HD,E2ν is obtained by applying an E2-flow on ND˚zD, any path in L˚2 with
ends at HD,E2ν can be homotoped to a path in H
D,E2
ν , while H
D,E2
ν in turn retracts to its
boundary component that lies on L˚1.
The upshot is, we can find for any element in pi2pM,Lq a representative u : D2 Ñ M
with boundary completely lie in L˚1. Since L1 is monotone, it finishes the proof for L.
Case (2) is similar. Without loss of generality, assume the image of pi1pL2q Ñ pi1pMq is
torsion. Take again any disk u : D2 Ñ M with boundary on L, and assume Bu intersects
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BL˚2 transversally. For any segment I Ă Bu contained in L˚2 satisfying BI Ă BL˚2, one
connects the two endpoints of BI by I 1 Ă BL˚2 (the relevant boundary is connected due to
the assumption of connectedness and codimension of D). By assumption, we can take a
disk v : D2 Ñ M with Bv “ mrI Y I 1s for some integer m. Then one may decompose mu
so that mrus “ rmu´ vs ` rvs, so that Bv Ă L˚2. By performing such a cutting iteratively,
one may assume Bpmu´ vq Ă L˚1. Since Bv retracts to L2 X L˚2, the monotonicity follows
from that of L1 and L2 with such a decomposition.
Now in either case the monotonicity of V is argued in a similar way as Lemma 6.2
because all processes involved preserve monotonicity. The restriction to the fiber over the
origin again removes the assumption of codimLiD ě 2.
Theorem 6.4 ([24][33][8]). Let pM,ωq be a monotone (or exact) symplectic manifold and
Sn (n ą 1) an embedded Lagrangian sphere. For monotone (or exact) Lagrangians L1 and
L2, there is a long exact sequence
¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ HF ˚pSn, L2q bHF ˚pL1, Snq Ñ HF ˚pL1, L2q Ñ HF ˚pL1, τSnpL2qq Ñ . . .
Proof. By Lemma 3.6, Corollary 4.18 and Lemma 6.1, there is a Lagrangian cobordism V
from Sn ˆ Snr1s and the diagonal ∆ to Graphpτ´1Sn q in M ˆM´, where M´ “ pM,´ωq.
By Lemma 6.2, 6.3, the monotonicity (exactness) of pM,ωq implies the same property for
Sn ˆ Snr1s, ∆ ĂM ˆM´ and the corresponding cobordism V .
In either case, Graphpτ´1Sn q is a cone from Sn ˆ Sn to ∆ in the Fukaya category of
M ˆM´ by Theorem 5.2. In particular, we have a long exact sequence
¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ HF ˚pL1 ˆ L2, Sn ˆ Snq Ñ HF ˚pL1 ˆ L2,∆q Ñ HF ˚pL1 ˆ L2, Graphpτ´1Sn qq Ñ . . .
In the language of Lagrangian correspondence, we haveHF ˚pL1ˆL2, SnˆSnq “ HF ˚pL1, Snˆ
Sn, L2q “ HF ˚pL1, Snq b HF ˚pSn, L2q by Theorem 5.4, where pL1, Sn ˆ Sn, L2q is a
generalized Lagrangian correspondence in tptu ˆ M ˆ M ˆ tptu. Similarly, we have
HF ˚pL1 ˆ L2,∆q “ HF ˚pL1,∆, L2q “ HF ˚pL1,∆ ˝ L2q “ HF ˚pL1, L2q by Theorem
5.5. Finally, we also have HF ˚pL1 ˆ L2, Graphpτ´1Sn qq “ HF ˚pL1, Graphpτ´1Sn q ˝ L2q “
HF ˚pL1, τSnpL2qq, by Theorem 5.5 again.
We remark that although the results in [35] require a stronger monotonicity assumption
on the generalized Lagrangian correspondence, the isomorphisms we need are classical (e.g.
it can be proved by hand-crafted correspondence of relevant moduli spaces) and require
only monotonicity assumptions on the Lagrangians.
Corollary 6.5 ([27][33]). In the same situation as Lemma 6.4, f P SymppMq, then
¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ HF ˚pτ ˝ fq Ñ HF ˚pfq Ñ HF ˚pfpSnq, Snq Ñ . . . (6.1)
Proof. The exact sequence follows from applying the cohomological functorHF ˚p´, Graphpfqq
to the cone given by the cobordism.
The above result is predicted by Seidel [27, Remark 2.11] in a slightly different form
from here. This is solely due to the cohomological convention we took. In the following
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theorem, we assume all involved symplectic manifolds and Lagrangians have the same
monotonicity constant with minimal Maslov number at least three.
Theorem 6.6 ([33]). Let C be a spherically fibered coisotropic manifold over the base
pB,ωBq in pM,ωq. Given Lagrangians L1 and L2 and assume the following monotonicity
conditions:
(i) the generalized Lagrangian correspondence pL1, Ct, C, L2q is monotone in the sense
of [35] and,
(ii) the simple cobordism corresponding to the surgery in Corollary 3.10 is monotone.
Then there is a long exact sequence
¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ HF ˚pL1 ˆ C,Ct ˆ L2q Ñ HF ˚pL1, L2q Ñ HF ˚pL1, τCpL2qq Ñ . . .
In particular if the spherical fiber of C has dimension ą 1 or pi1pMq is torsion, (ii) is
automatic.
Proof. The proof is analogous to Theorem 6.4 with Lemma 3.6 replaced by Lemma 3.10.
Here we give a sketch. First, pL1, Ct, C, L2q being monotone implies rC “ Ct ˝ C being
monotone (See Remark 5.2.3 of [35]). The Lagrangian cobordism in Lemma 3.10 is mono-
tone by Lemma 6.3. It is not hard to verify pi1p rC, rCX∆q “ 1 when codimMC ě 2. Hence,
Theorem 5.2 applies either in this case or when pi1pMq being torsion, and we obtain long
exact sequence
¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ HF ˚pL1 ˆ L2, rCq Ñ HF ˚pL1 ˆ L2,∆q Ñ HF ˚pL1 ˆ L2, Graphpτ´1C qq Ñ . . .
With our assumption on monotonicity of pL1, Ct, C, L2q, we apply Theorem 5.5 to obtain
the desired result.
There is a similar result on the fixed point version of family Dehn twist, and we will
not state it explicitly here.
7 Immersed Lagrangian cobordism
In this section, we provide a long exact sequence associated to the Dehn twist along
CP
m
2 using immersed objects. We note the readers that this is an independent approach
to a special case for CPn-objects, but it yields more information on connecting maps
(see Corollary 8.6 8.7). We achieve this by considering a reasonable immersed class of
Lagrangian cobordisms.
7.1 Review on immersed Lagrangian Floer theory
We collect facts from immersed Lagrangian Floer theory that will be used later on in this
section. Our expositions follows [5], but one may find a much more general treatment in
[4].
We will restrict our attention to a very limited generality of the theory. From now on,
any Lagrangian immersions ι : LíM have
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• clean self-intersections which form a totally geodesic submanifold in M for some
metric (but not a covering)
• a Z-grading
When M is non-compact, we assume it has cylindrical ends, and all almost complex
structures in consideration should be compactible with these ends. We also impose the
following positivity condition holds for all Lagrangian immersions under consideration fol-
lowing [5]:
(A) If Epp, qq ą 0 for some pp, qq P RL, then Indpp, qq ě 3.
Suppose ιi : Li Ñ M , i “ 0, 1 are a pair of Lagrangian immersions which intersect
transversally at smooth points. We define Li “ ιipLiq and RLi :“ ιipRLiq to be the image
of Li and the immersed points, respectively (see Definition 4.8), and require a genericity
assumption RL0 X L1 “ RL1 X L0 “ H. We will define the immersed Floer cohomology
HF ˚pι0, ι1q in this setting.
Floer cochain group and differentials.
The Floer cochain group is the Z-graded abelian group defined as
CF ˚pι0, ι1q :“
à
xiPι0pL0qXι1pL1q
kxxiy
The differentials d : CF ˚pι0, ι1q Ñ CF ˚`1pι0, ι1q is defined using exactly the same set
of equations (5.1) as the embedded case, with one extra condition on the boundary
• ups, iq P ιpLiq can be lifted continuously to curves on Li for i “ 0, 1.
Equivalently, the Floer strip is not allowed to have any branch jumps on the boundary.
Orientations of these moduli spaces are handled analogously as in the embedded case, see
[5][4].
d2 “ 0.
As usual, to prove the above-defined d indeed gives a differential of the Floer complex,
one needs to examine the moduli space Mpp´, p`q when Indpp´q ´ Indpp`q “ 2. In the
immersed case, the compactification of Mpp´, p`q is more complicated, because we have
a new type of bubbling as follows.
Take any Lagrangian immersion ι : L Ñ M . Let D “ tz P C|}z} ď 1u and T Ă BD
be a set of discrete points, which is called a set of branch jump marked points on
disks, ordered counterclockwisely as pt0, . . . , t|T |´1q such that t0 is an incoming marked
point and the others are outgoing. We denote T´ and T` as the set of incoming and
outgoing marked points, respectively. Let α|T | : t0, 1, . . . , |T | ´ 1u Ñ RL be a function to
specify the immersed points where branch jumps occur. We require that T ‰ H and also
fix a (domain independent) compatible almost complex structure J .
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Definition 7.1. The moduli space of α|T |-marked disks is defined to beĂMpα|T |q “ ĂMpα|T |, L; Jq
which consists of four tuples u “ pu, T, α|T |, lT q
• a continuous map u : DÑM which is smooth on DzT ,
• upBDq P L,
• Bsups, tq ` Jpups, tqqpBtups, tqq “ 0 for all ps, tq P DzT ,
• the energy Epuq “ 12
ş
DzT |du|2 is finite
• lT is a continuous map lT : BDzT Ñ L, which is called a lift, such that ιL ˝ lT “
u|BD´T ,
• for the j-th element tj P T , we have α|T |pjq “ plimsÑt´j lT psq, limsÑt`j lT psqq if tj P
T` (resp. α|T |pjq “ plimsÑt`j lT psq, limsÑt´j lT psqq if tj P T´), where s Ñ t
´
j stands
for s approaching to t´j along a counterclockwise direction, and similarly for sÑ t`j .
We do not address the regularity for ĂMpα|T |q. In any case, there is a AutpDq-action
on ĂMpα|T |q and we define
Mpα|T |q “ ĂMpα|T |q{AutpDq.
Its compactificationMpα|T |q consists of stable bubble trees by standard Gromov com-
pactness, where nodes all locate at RL. We will referto such marked disks and their
compactifications as fishtails following [1].
When fishtails appear as part of the compactification of Mpp´, p`q, the strip decom-
poses accordingly, where the main component is described by the following moduli space
of marked strips.
Given a set T along with a partition T “ T0 Y T1, where Ti Ă R ˆ tiu for i “ 0, 1,
we call T a set of branch jump marked points on strips. All such marked points
are required to be outgoing marked points. The points of T0 are ordered increasingly in
R-coordinate and the points of T1 are ordered decreasingly. The type of T is the pair of
integers tT “ p|T0|, |T1|q.
For a fixed type t of branched jumps we also associate to the marked strip two functions
αi : t1, . . . , |Ti|u Ñ Ri for i “ 0, 1. We define α “ pα0, α1q similar to the disk case, which
specifies the immersed points where the branch jumps occur.
We first define the moduli space of marked strips with fixed Lagrangian label. For
a one parameter family of compatible almost complex structure J “ pJtqtPr0,1s and two
intersection points p˘ P ι0pL0q X ι1pL1q, we consider the following.
Definition 7.2. The moduli space of α-marked strip with fixed Lagrangian label from p´
to p` is defined to be ĂMpp´, p`, α; Jq
whose elements consist of four tuples u “ pu, T, α, lT q
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Lp
q
ι
L
(p, q) ∈ RL
p ∈ RL
Figure 9: A fishtail-type bubble which consists of a tree of fishtails. The disk of main
component is shown.
• T is a set of branch jump marked points with tT “ t (t is part of the data in α).
• a continuous map u : Rˆ r0, 1s ÑM which is smooth on Rˆ r0, 1szT ,
• ups, iq P ιipLiq, i “ 0, 1,
• limtÑ˘8 ups, tq “ p˘ uniformly in t,
• Bsups, tq ` Jtpups, tqqBtups, tq “ 0 for all ps, tq P Rˆ r0, 1szT ,
• the energy Epuq “ 12
ş
Rˆr0,1szT |du|2 is finite
• lT “ plT,0, lT,1q is a pair of continuous maps lT,i : RˆtiuzTi Ñ Li for i “ 0, 1, which
are called lifts, such that ιLi ˝ lT,i “ u|RˆtiuzTi,
• for the j-th element tj P T0 (resp. tj P T1), we have α0pjq “ plimsÑt´j lT,0psq, limsÑt`j lT,0psqq
(resp. α1pjq “ plimsÑt`j lT,1psq, limsÑt´j lT,1psqq)
If every element is regular, this moduli space ĂMpp´, p`, αq is a smooth manifold with
dimension Indpp´q´Indpp`q´
|T0|ř
j“1
Indpα0pjqq´
|T1|ř
j“1
Indpα1pjqq`|T |. There is an R-action
acting on ĂMpp´, p`, αq by translation. We define
Mpp´, p`, αq “ ĂMpp´, p`, αq{R
which is a smooth manifold when ĂMpp´, p`, αq is. When T “ H this is the usual moduli
of holomorphic strips.
An element in the boundary of the compactification Mpp´, p`q then consists of (an
equivalence class of) pu0, . . . , un, v01, . . . , v0k0 , . . . , vn1 , . . . , vnknq where pp0 “ p´, p1, . . . , pn, pn`1 “
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p`q is a sequence of intersection points in ι0 X ι1, ui PMppi, pi`1, αiq and v¯ij PMpα|T i|q
are fishtails rooted on Bui. When Indpp´q ´ Indpp`q “ 2 and under Assumption (A), [5,
Lemma 6.2] shows that fishtails can be excluded. This concludes that d2 “ 0.
Continuation maps and independence of auxiliary data.
To prove the well-definedness of our Floer cohomology, we need to address the inde-
pendence of auxiliary data. To define continuation maps, we need a mild modification for
α-marked strips (Definition 7.2) to moving boundary conditions.
Suppose we have a Lagrangian immersion ι1 : L1 Ñ M , and a family of Lagrangian
immersion ιs0 : L0 Ñ M , so that ιs0 “ φHs ˝ ι0 for some Hamiltonian tHsusPr0,1s. Assume
that ιs0&ι1 for s “ 0, 1 and Impι00q X Impι10q X Impι1q “ H. These intersection conditions
allow us to not use any Hamiltonian perturbation. For convenience, we smoothly extend
the family ιs0 such that ι
s
0pL0q “ ι00pL0q when s ď 0 and ιs0pL0q “ ι10pL0q when s ě 1.
For a smooth pps, tq P r0, 1s ˆ r0, 1sq-family of ωM ‘ ωC-compatible almost complex
structure Js “ pJs,tq such that Js,t “ J0,t for s near 0 and Js,t “ J1,t for s near 1, two
intersection points p´ P ι10pL0q X ι1pL1q and p` P ι00pL0q X ι1pL1q, a type t “ p|T1|, |T2|q of
a set of branch jump marked points on strips, an associated pair of functions α “ pα0, α1q,
we are interested in curves in the following moduli.
Definition 7.3. The moduli space of α-marked strip with moving Lagrangian label from
p´ to p` is defined to be ĂMmpp´, p`, αq “ ĂMmpp´, p`, α; Jsq
which consists of four tuples u “ pu, T, α, lT q
• T is a set of branch jump marked points with tT “ t
• a continuous map u : Rˆ r0, 1s ÑM which is smooth on Rˆ r0, 1szT ,
• ups, 0q P ιs0pL0q, ups, 1q P ι1pL1q,
• limtÑ˘8 ups, tq “ p˘ uniformly in t,
• Bsups, tq ` Js,tpups, tqqBtups, tq “ 0 for all ps, tq P Rˆ r0, 1szT ,
• the energy Epuq “ 12
ş
Rˆr0,1szT |du|2 is finite
• lT “ plT,0, lT,1q is a pair of continuous maps lT,i : RˆtiuzTi Ñ Li for i “ 0, 1, which
are called lifts, such that pιs0q ˝ lT,0 “ u|Rˆt0u´T0 and ι1 ˝ lT,1 “ u|Rˆt1uzT1,
• for the j-th element tj P T0 (resp. tj P T1), we have α0pjq “ plimsÑt´j lT,0psq, limsÑt`j lT,0psqq
(resp. α1pjq “ plimsÑt`j lT,1psq, limsÑt´j lT,1psqq)
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If every element is regular, this moduli space ĂMmpp´, p`, αq is a smooth manifold
with dimension Indpp´q ´ Indpp`q ´
|T0|ř
j“1
Indpα0pjqq ´
|T1|ř
j“1
Indpα1pjqq ` |T |. There is no
R-action acting on ĂMmpp´, p`, αq by translation so we define
Mmpp´, p`, αq “ ĂMmpp´, p`, αq
As in the embedded case, we define continuation maps by considering a dimension
0 moduli space Mmpp´, p`q with type t “ H and prove such moduli problem gives a
chain map between CF pι00, ι1q and CF pι10, ι1q. To this end, we examine the boundary
of dimension 1 moduli of the same type. Again in the immersed case, the new issue is
the possible existence of fishtails bubblings, and the rest of the boundary components
contributes to the chain map. With assumption (A), Alston-Bao [5, Lemma 6.2] again
eliminated the fishtail bubblings similar to the proof of d2 “ 0. This shows the continuation
map defines a chain map between CF pι00, ι1q and CF pι10, ι1q.
The last step is to show that such continuation maps give isomorphisms on cohomol-
ogy. This again follows from the original argument of Floer: we consider a family of con-
tinuation data, namely a pr, sq-parameter family of Lagrangian immersions pιr,s0 qr,sPr0,1s
(induced by pr, sq-parameter of Hamiltonian) interpolating ι0,s0 and ι1,s0 together with a
pr, s, tq-parameter family pJr,s,tqr,s,tPr0,1s interpolating J0,s,t and J1,s,t, to construct a chain
homotopy between the two continuation maps, by considering the boundary of a moduli
spaceMpp´, p`; Jr,sq defined analogously to Definition 7.3, where indpp´q “ indpp`q´1.
We then again examine the boundary of a one dimensional moduli space of such shape,
which gives the desired chain homotopy identity. The key is again to use Assumption (A)
to exclude fishtail bubbles by a dimension count argument, and the rest of the proof is
routine which we will not reproduce here.
7.2 Immersed Lagrangian cobordism theory
7.2.1 Immersed Lagrangian cobordisms and testing Lagrangians
In this subsubsection, we extend the Lagranian cobordism theory in [6] to the immersed
Lagrangian Floer setting ([5]). We assume pM,ωq is exact, 2c1pMq “ 0 and any compact
oriented exact Lagrangian immersion is equipped with integer grading.
We first introduce the notion of immersed cobordisms.
Definition 7.4. Let ι : L Ñ pM,ωq be an immersion with clean self-intersection. A
pinched Lagrangian associated to ι is a Lagrangian immersion with clean self-intersectionrι : rLÑM ˆ C so that
• there is an open embedding IL : LˆRÑ rL so that its closure is also embedded. We
then identify Lˆ R as a subset of rL,
• for some t0 P R and z0 P C, rι|rLzpLˆtt0uq is an embedding, and rιpx, t0q “ pιpxq, z0q for
all x P L,
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• there is a neighborhood U of z0 such that ppiC ˝ rιq´1pUq Ă Lˆ R and the projection
ImppiC ˝rιq XU is a double cone region (pinched region) bounded by two straight line
segments on C.
In this case, rιpLˆtt0uq is called the Lagrangian bottleneck, z0 is called the bottleneck
on C and M ˆ tz0u is called the bottleneck. When it is clear from the context, we use
bottleneck to refer to rιpLˆ tt0uq, z0 or M ˆ tz0u.
Most cases we will use pinched Lagrangians with domain rL “ Lˆ R, but later on we
need the full flexibility of pinched Lagrangians (see Lemma 7.27). We remark that if ι is
an embedding and γ : RÑ C is a simple smooth curve, ιˆ γ is also considered a pinched
Lagrangian because we allow the two straight lines on C forming the “double cone” region
to be the same line.
ι˜(L˜)
bottleneck
ι˜(L× {t0})
Figure 10: A pinched Lagrangian.
V
(−2, κV )
(2, κV )
(−2,−κV ) (2,−κV )
γ0
γ1
K
t < −2
t > 2
t ∈ [−1,−2]
t ∈ [1, 2]
Figure 11: A picture of immersed cobordism and horizontal isotopy. γ0 consists of the red
line and the blue line, while γ1 consists of the red line and the green line. They illustrate
the ends of an admissible horizontal isotopy from ιN,0 to ιN,1.
Definition 7.5. For Lagrangian immersions ιLi : Li Ñ pM,ωq and ιL1j : L1j Ñ pM,ωq,
a Lagrangian immersion ιV : V Ñ pM ˆ C, ωM ‘ ωCq is an immersed Lagrangian
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cobordism with bottlenecks from pιL1 , . . . , ιLkq to pιL1
k1
, . . . , ιL11q if there is K 1 “
r´1, 1s ˆ p´κV , κV q Ă C such that ιV |V zι´1V pMˆK1q is a disjoint union of pinched La-
grangians rιi : rLi “ Li ˆ p´8,´1q ÑM ˆ C,rι1j : rL1j “ L1j ˆ p1,8q ÑM ˆ C,
We assume the Lagrangian bottleneck of rιi (resp. rι1j) being rιipLiˆt´2uq (resp. rι1jpL1jˆ
t2uq), whose bottleneck on C being zi (resp. z1j). We also require Repziq “ ´2 (resp.
Repz1jq “ 2) and Impzi1q ă Impzi2q for i1 ă i2 (resp. Impz1j1q ă Impz1j2q for j1 ă j2).
Finally, we require Imprιiq Y Imprι1jq Ă Rˆ p´κV , κV q. We call rιi the negative ends andrι1j the positive ends, and K “ p´2, 2q ˆ p´κV , κV q is called the body.
Definition 7.6. A testing curve γ : RÑ C is a smoothly embedded curve satisfying the
following conditions:
(1) The projections to axes pix ˝ γptq is non-decreasing and piy ˝ γptq is non-increasing
(2)
pix ˝ γptq “
#
´2 when t P r´2,´1s,
2 when t P r1, 2s.
and is strictly increasing otherwise. piy ˝ γptq is strictly decreasing when t P r´2,´1s or
r1, 2s, and is constant when |t| ą R for some R P R.
A testing Lagrangian is a product of Lagrangian immersion ιN : N ÑM with some
testing curve γ, denoted as ιN,γ : N ˆ RÑM ˆ C.
Definition 7.7. Let tγsu be a Hamiltonian isotopy (not necessarily compactly supported)
from γ0 to γ1 within the class of testing curves in C, requiring the image of γs overlaps
outside a sufficiently large compact set for all s P r0, 1s. Then the product of such a family
with ιN : N ÑM , denoted as ιN,s : N ˆ γs ÑM ˆ C, is called a horizontal isotopy.
We alert the readers that the definition of horizontal isotopy here is different from the
one in [6] although they are similar in spirit.
Definition 7.8. Let ιV be an exact immersed Lagrangian cobordism with bottlenecks from
pιL1 , . . . , ιLkq to pιL1
k1
, . . . , ιL11q with body K “ p´2, 2q ˆ p´κV , κV q. An admissible test-
ing curve with respect to ιV is a testing curve γ such that the following holds:
• γ passes through p´2, κV q and p2,´κV q,
• if γpt0q lies on a bottleneck of ιV on C, then t0 P p´2,´1q or t0 P p1, 2q (equivalently,
γ1ptq is pointing downwards).
For any exact Lagrangian immersion with clean self-intersection ιN : N Ñ M , if
ιN,γ “ ιNˆγ intersects ιV transversally at smooth points, then ιN,γ is called an admissible
testing Lagrangian.
Lastly, an admissible horizontal isotopy ιN,s : N ˆ γs Ñ M ˆ C is a horizontal
isotopy such that ιN,0 and ιN,1 are both admissible testing Lagrangians, which satisfies
ImpιN,0q X ImpιN,1q X V “ H.
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Main Statement
Let ιV be a graded immersed Lagrangian cobordism with bottlenecks in M ˆC and K “
p´2, 2q ˆ p´κV , κV q be its body. Let ιN,γ “ ιN ˆ γ be an admissible testing Lagrangian.
A semi-admissible almost complex structure of MˆC is an ωM ‘ωC-compatible
almost complex structure J such that it is product-like (J “ JM ‘ JC) outside M ˆ
K. A semi-admissible J is admissible if there is an open set K 1 with ClpK 1q Ă K
such that J is product-like outside M ˆ K 1 (note that this includes a neighborhood of
BK). An admissible (resp. semi-admissible) Floer data J “ tJtutPr0,1s is a choice of
a smooth family of admissible (resp. semi-admissible) almost complex structure. We
remark on the various admissibility conditions. The admissibility of the testing Lagrangian
and horizontal isotopy implies that they are in a generic position without perturbation,
hence we do not include a Hamiltonian in the Floer data because we focus on the Floer
cohomology between ιNˆγ and ιV in this paper. Admissibility of J is convenient for actual
computations (see Theorem 7.21), while the semi-admissible Floer data is more flexible
on the technical level.
The main result of this subsection is the following.
Theorem 7.9. Let ιV be an exact immersed Lagrangian cobordism with bottlenecks from
pιL1 , . . . , ιLkq to pιL1
k1
, . . . , ιL11q such that all ιLj , ιL1j satisfy the Assumption (A). Let ιN,γ
be an admissible testing Lagrangian such that ιN satisfies the Assumption (A). Then for
generic choice of admissible Floer data J, the immersed Lagrangian Floer cohomology
HF pιN,γ , ιV q “ HpCF pιN,γ , ιV ,Jq, Bq is well defined, independent of the choice of regular
J and is invariant under admissible horizontal isotopy of ιN,γ.
The actual proof is carried out by passing to semi-admissible Floer data: admissible
data will be crucial for comparing the Floer cohomology between cobordisms with those
on the bottlenecks, it does not provide enough genericity on a technical level.
Theorem 7.10. Under the assumption of Theorem 7.9, the conclusion of Theorem 7.9
holds for generic choice of semi-admissible Floer data J.
From now on, a Floer data is a semi-admissible Floer data and any (family of) com-
patible almost complex structure is taken in the space of semi-admissible almost complex
structure, unless specified otherwise.
Note on a convention: For ease of notations, we sometimes use V0 in place of N ˆ γ,
V0,s in place of N ˆ γs and V1 in place of V in the rest of the section.
The well-definedness involves several steps. The first of which is to address the reg-
ularity of all rigid Floer strips. Secondly, we have to address the compactness of the
moduli spaces of rigid Floer strips. These two steps guarantee that the differential B is
a well-defined map. Thirdly, we have to address the regularity as well as the Gromov
compactification of one dimensional moduli of Floer strips to prove B ˝ B “ 0. The in-
dependence of J uses the standard cobordism argument. Finally, the invariance under
admissible horizontal isotopy results from the regularity and Gromov compactification
consideration of Floer strips with moving boundary condition.
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We highlight several ingredients that are needed in our setting. Since we require J to
be product-like at the bottlenecks, there can be non-generic pseudo-holomorpic polygons
on bottlenecks no matter how generic J is. However we show that Floer strips are regular,
which essential follows from a similar consideration in [7]. For compactness, we need the
bottlenecks and the treatment in [7] to argue that the curves we interested are inside a
fixed compact set. In the meanwhile, since our Lagrangians are immersed, bubbling at
immersed points could possibly appear in the Gromov compactification in a priori. If it
happened, the argument would break down, say the differential might not square to zero.
This will be eliminated by the Assumption (A) and an index computation modified from
[5].
7.2.2 Curves of interests and their compactness
Following the general theme of immersed Lagrangian Floer theory, what we need to ex-
amine is the compactness and regularity of following moduli spaces of holomorphic curves
as well as excluding the fishtails bubbling.
Definition 7.11. We call curves in the following moduli spaces the curves of interests:
• ĂMpp´, p`, α,Jq, p˘ P ιV0 X ιV1,
• ĂMmpp´, p`, α,Jsq, p´ P ιN,1XιV , p` P ιN,0XιV for an admissible horizontal isotopy
ιN,s,
• ĂMpα|T |, V0; Jq and ĂMpα|T |, V1; Jq, which appears in the boundary of the above two
moduli spaces.
The difficulty of compactness lies in that, immersed Lagrangian cobordisms with bot-
tlenecks are non-compact Lagrangian submanifolds of M ˆ C with non-cylindrical ends
thus the usual compactness theorems of holomorphic curves does not apply. Instead, we
follow the idea of Biran and Cornea of projections to the C-factor. We first recall the
following Proposition in [7], which is an application of open mapping theorem.
Proposition 7.12 (Proposition 3.3.1 of [7]). Let Σ be a connected Riemann surface (pos-
sibly with boundary) and u : Σ Ñ C be a holomorphic map. If upΣq X U ‰ H for some
connected open subset U of C such that
• upBΣq X U “ H, and
• pupΣq ´ upΣqq X U “ H
then U Ă upΣq.
The bottleneck feature of V has the following consequence.
Lemma 7.13. For any curve of interest u : Σ ÑM ˆ C, we have Impuq ĂM ˆ ClpKq.
Moreover, one of the following is true:
• ImppiC ˝ uq XK ‰ H.
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• ImppiC ˝ uq is a point of bottleneck.
Proof. First of all, note that the boundary punctures of u are mapped to either an im-
mersed point or an intersection ιV X ιN,γ . Therefore, the images of piC ˝ u must be
precompact hence bounded.
It is clear that piC ˝u Ă ClpKqYpiCpV q. Otherwise, say if u is a marked strip, piC ˝u is
either an unbounded region by Proposition 7.12, which is a contradiction; or is a constant
map to a point outside ClpKq, violating boundary conditions of curves of interests. On
the other hand, say if u is a fishtail, it could have boundary on ιN,γ and piC ˝ u maps
to a point on γzClpKq but such curves cannot appear on the boundary component ofĂMpp´, p`, α,Jq, or ĂMmpp´, p`, α,Jsq.
We now argue that, if Impuq X pM ˆKq ‰ H then piC ˝ upΣq X ppiCpV qzClpKqq “ H.
Assume the contrary, let z1, z2 P Σ with piC ˝ upz1q P piCpV qzClpKq and piC ˝ upz2q P K.
Take any path joining z1 and z2 in Σ and stays inside interior of Σ except possibly at
endpoints, there is a point z P Σ such that upzq lies on a bottleneck (the path has to be
projected within the shaded area in Figure 11 when it is outside K by what we proved).
The open mapping theorem applied to piC ˝ upzq immediately yields a contradiction to
piC ˝ u Ă ClpKq Y piCpV q.
Lastly, if Impuq X pM ˆ Kq “ H, we want to show that Impuq is on a bottleneck.
Again assume the contrary. We first examine the case when u is a marked strip with
fixed boundary conditions. By the boundary conditions, the two asymptotes of u get
mapped to a bottleneck, say M ˆ tz0u. Moreover, the image of R ˆ t0u projects to γ
and hence project constantly to z0, which contradicts the open mapping theorem on C
(with reflection principle) if piC ˝ u is not constant. Hence Impuq is on a bottleneck if
u is a marked strip with fixed boundary conditions and Impuq X pM ˆ Kq “ H. The
case is similar for the moving boundary case. Finally, fishtails that completely lie outside
M ˆClpKq might exist, but will never appear on the boundary of the moduli of the first
two kinds of curves of interests: before bubbling off such a fishtail, the marked strips
have to stay completely outside M ˆK, while we just proved such strips have to lie on a
bottleneck, leading to a contradiction to Gromov’s compactness.
7.2.3 Regularity
We address the regularity by the following Lemma.
Lemma 7.14. For generic choice of semi-admissible Floer data J (resp. Js for curves
with moving boundary condition), the following curves of interest are regular
• α-marked Floer strips u with fixed (resp. moving) boundary condition such that
Imppi2 ˝ uq XK ‰ H, and
• marked Floer strips without branch jumps.
Note that marked discs and marked Floer strips with at least one branch jump marked
point that completely lie on the one of the bottlenecks are not necessarily regular for
generic semi-admissible data, but this will not concern us.
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Proof. If u is a α-marked Floer strip (possibly with moving boundary condition) such
that Imppi2 ˝ uq X K ‰ H, then it is regular for generic J (or Js) because we impose
no constraint on J (or Js) in M ˆ K (See [[19]]). We remark that V0 and V1 being
transversally intersecting at smooth points and V0,0 X V0,1 X V1 “ H in the definition of
admissible horizontal isotopy are needed for us to find the generic J.
Now, we assume u is a Floer strip without branch jumps with Impuq XM ˆK “ H.
By Lemma 7.13 together with the boundary conditions, Impuq must lie on a bottleneck
with fixed Lagrangian boundary condition.
We want to argue that although J is not a product near the bottleneck (it is a product
at the bottleneck), when studying the regularity of these u, we can still assume the Cauchy
Riemann operator splits and it suffices to study the surjectivity of the operators in the
two factors individually. The following Lemma explains why the operator splits when J is
domain-independent. The situation for domain dependent J does not impose additional
difficulties by identifying J-holomorphic map as rJ-holomorphic section of Σ ˆM Ñ Σ,
where rJ is a domain-independent vertical almost complex structure induced by J (See
Chapter 8 of [19], or Section p8hq, p8iq of [26]).
Lemma 7.15. Let J be an ω‘ωC-compatible almost complex structure such that J |MˆpCzKq “
Jv ‘ Jh is a product in M ˆpCzKq. If u : Σ “ Rˆ r0, 1s ÑM ˆC is J-holomorphic with
boundary conditions ups, 0q P V0, ups, 1q P V1 and asymptotic to p´, p` P V0XV1 such that
Impuq lies on a bottleneck, then the linearized operator Du : W k,ppΣ, u˚pT pM ˆ Cqqq Ñ
W k´1pΣ,Λ0,1bJ u˚T pMˆCqq splits as a direct sum of two linearized Cauchy-Riemann op-
erators Dvu : W
k,ppΣ, u˚pTMqq ÑW k´1pΣ,Λ0,1bJv u˚TMq and Dhu : W k,ppΣ, u˚pTCqq Ñ
W k´1pΣ,Λ0,1 bJh u˚TCq.
Here Dvu is the Cauchy-Riemann operator when u is considered as a J
v-holomorphic
curve on the fiber, and Dhu is a linearized operator of a constant solution for a Cauchy
Riemann problem with moving boundary condition.
Proof. Let li : R ˆ tiu Ñ Vi be such that ιVi ˝ li “ u|Rˆtiu for i “ 0, 1. Without loss of
generality, assume the bottleneck isMˆtz1u, and the corresponding Lagrangian immersion
on this bottleneck is ιL1 . The linearized Fredholm operator is given by
Duξ “ ηds´ Jpuqηdt
where η “ 12pBsξ ` JpuqBtξ ` BξJpuqBtuq and ξ PW k,ppΣ, u˚pT pM ˆCqqq satisfies ξps, iq P
li˚ TVi.
Notice that we have a canonical splitting TV |ι´1V pMˆtz1uq “ T
v
1 ‘T h1 . Here, the vertical
splitting is given by T v1 “ tv P TV |dpιV qpvq P T pM ˆ tz1uqu which is rank n and the
horizontal rank 1 splitting is given by T h1 “ tv P TV |ι´1V1 pMˆtz1uq|dppiM ˝ ιV qpvq “ 0u.
We note that T h1 being well-defined and of rank 1 uses the fact that ιV is Lagrangian.
There is also a canonical splitting of T pN ˆ γq as T v0 ‘ T h0 . Therefore, the domain of Du
splits. If we write u “ puv, uhq “ ppiM ˝ u, piC ˝ uq, then the first summand DomvpDuq of
domain of Du is tξv PW k,ppΣ, u˚pTMqq|ξvps, iq P li˚ T vi , i “ 0, 1u and the second summand
DomhpDuq is defined similarly. Obviously, the target of Du also canonically splits into
vertical TarvpDuq and horizontal TarhpDuq components because J splits in the image of
u.
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We define Dvu : Dom
vpDuq Ñ TarvpDuq to be
Dvuξ
v “ ηvds´ Jvpuvqηvdt
where ηv “ 12pBsξv ` JvpuvqBtξv ` BξvJvpuvqBtuvq and similarly for Dhu : DomhpDuq Ñ
TarhpDuq. We claim that for any ξv P DomvpDuq and ξh P DomhpDuq, we have
Dvuξ
v `Dhuξh “ Dupξv ` ξhq
The only less obvious equality is BξvJvpuvqBtuv ` BξhJhpuhqBtuh “ Bξv`ξhJpuqBtu. This
involves the the first order derivative of J . Since J is product-like over M ˆ pCzKq, the
first order derivative of J can be computed in this product-like region (The key point is
that this set is closed and includes M ˆ tz1u). Therefore, we have Du “ Dvu ‘Dhu.
Finally, we want to explicitly identify geometric meaning of Dvu and D
h
u as linearized
operators. The first operator Dvu is exactly the linearized operator obtained by regarding
uv : Σ Ñ pM,ω, Jvq as a Jv-holomorphic map with fixed Lagrangian boundary conditions
on N and L1. The second operator D
h
u is the linearized operator of the constant J
h-
holomorphic map uh : Σ Ñ pC, ωC, Jhq with moving Lagrangian boundary conditions
uhps, 0q P γ and uhps, 1q P γls, where γls is a family of lines such that Tz1γls “ dppiC ˝
ιV qT h1 pups, 1qq and T h1 pups, 1qq is the horizontal component of the canonical splitting of
TV at l1psq. See Figure 12 for the uh part.
Th1 (x), x ∈ L1L1
γ
piCV1 = piCV
Σ
uh
Figure 12: The moving boundary problem for uh.
Next, we want to examine the Fredholm indices of Dvu and D
h
u coming from the split-
ting.
Lemma 7.16. Let rp´, rp` P NXLi (resp. rp´, rp` P NXL1j). Let p´ “ rp´ˆzi, p` “ rp`ˆzi
(resp. p´ “ rp´ ˆ z1j , p` “ rp` ˆ z1j ) be the corresponding points on the bottleneck M ˆ zi
(resp. M ˆ z1j). Then we have Indpp´q ´ Indpp`q “ Indprp´q ´ Indprp`q.
Moreover, any Floer strip without branch jump marked points from p´ to p` on the
bottleneck is regular for generic choice of J that is product like in M ˆ pCzKq.
Proof. We assume the bottleneck is Mˆtz1u and the corresponding Lagrangian immersion
is ιL1 . As mentioned in the proof of Lemma 7.15, we have a canonical splitting of Tp˘pNˆ
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γq “ Trp˘pNq ‘ Tz1γ :“ T v0 pp˘q ‘ T h0 pp˘q and Tp˘V “ T v1 pp˘q ‘ T h1 pp˘q. Here, we have a
canonical identification T v1 pp˘q “ Trp˘L1. We also have, for all x P L1 “ V1 XM ˆ tz1u,
that T h1 pxq is transversal to Tz1γ “ TpiCpp˘qγ, by viewing them as two lines in C.
Hence the index calculation splits as
IndpTp˘V0, Tp˘V1q “ IndpTrp˘N,Trp˘L1q ` IndpTz1γ, T h1 pp˘qq (7.1)
By assumption, L1 is connected and TpiCpp˘qγ “ Tz1γ is transversal to T h1 pxq for all x P L1.
This implies that
IndpTz1γ, T h1 pp´qq “ IndpTz1γ, T h1 pp`qq. (7.2)
As a result,
Indpp´q ´ Indpp`q
“ IndpTp´V0, Tp´V1q ´ IndpTp`V0, Tp`V1q
(7.1),(7.2)“ IndpTrp´N,Trp´L1q ´ IndpTrp`N,Trp`L1q
“ Indprp´q ´ Indprp`q
The first and last equality are from definitions.
Finally, by Lemma 7.15, we can split the linearized operator Du into the vertical
component Dvu and the horizontal component D
h
u. The operator D
v
u is surjective for generic
choice of family of ω compatible almost complex structure in pM,ωq. The operator Dhu
can be identified as the linearized operator of constant map from strip to C with moving
boundary condition and of index zero. This is surjective by automatic regularity (See
Section 4 of [28] and compare to Section 4.3 of [7]).
This finishes the proof of Lemma 7.14.
The next lemma addresses the regularity for admissible J in view of Theorem 7.9.
Lemma 7.17. For generic choice of admissible Floer data J, the following curves of
interest are regular
• α-marked Floer strips u with fixed boundary condition such that Imppi2˝uqXK ‰ H,
and
• marked Floer strips without branch jumps with fixed boundary condition.
We do not address regularity for curves with moving boundary condition for admissible
Js.
Proof. We choose an open set K 1 with ClpK 1q Ă K such that V0XV1XpMˆKq ĂMˆK 1
and the connected components of V1zpM ˆK 1q are in bijection with pinched Lagrangian
ends of V1.
We first establish the following lemma about a marked Floer strip u having both
asymptotic points on the bottlenecks.
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Lemma 7.18. Let J be an admissible Floer data. If both asymptotic points of a marked
Floer strip u with fixed boundary condition are on the same bottleneck, then u completely
lies on the bottleneck.
If, instead, the two asymptotic points lie on different bottlenecks, then Imppi2˝uqXK 1 ‰
H.
Proof. First consider the case that the two asymptotic points of u lie on the same bottle-
neck, say M ˆ tz0u. Let J be product-like away from M ˆK 1
Since upR ˆ t0uq Ă V0 and the two asymptotes project to z0, we have that pi2 ˝
upR ˆ t0uq “ z0 as in Lemma 7.13. Moreover, pi2 ˝ u is holomorphic over CzK 1 apart
from branch jump marked points (ie. pi2 ˝ u|ppi2˝uq´1pCzK1q is holomorphic). In particular,
pi2 ˝ u is holomorphic near Rˆ t0u. By reflection principle, we can extend the domain of
pi2 ˝ u|ppi2˝uq´1pCzK1q across Rˆ t0u, but this extended holomorphic map sends Rˆ t0u to
z0. This concludes that pi2 ˝ u|ppi2˝uq´1pCzK1q, and hence pi2 ˝ u, is a constant.
The second half of the lemma is obvious because the two different asymptotes guarantee
that Impuq intersects at least two different connected components of V1zpM ˆ K 1q and
hence the boundary condition on u implies upRˆt1uqX pM ˆK 1q ‰ H, where the almost
complex structure has full genericity.
Now, we continue the proof of Lemma 7.17.
If a marked strip u intersects M ˆK, then by Lemma 7.18, the two asymptotes of u
are either on different bottlenecks or one of them is not on a bottleneck. In either case, u
must intersect M ˆK 1, and hence regular for generic admissible J.
We now address the regularity of a marked strip u that has no branch jump. It suffices
to consider u that does not intersect M ˆ K, in other words, u that completely lie on
a bottleneck. The regularity of these u for generic admissible J can be argued as in the
proof of Lemma 7.14.
7.2.4 Positivity assumption on cobordism
Lemma 7.19. The Lagrangian immersions ιV and ιN,γ satisfy Assumption (A) if ιN , ιLi , ιL1j
and all immersed points of ιV in M ˆK satisfy Assumption (A).
Proof. We start by computing the energy on the cobordisms. For any immersed point
pp´, p`q P RNˆγ , we write it as prp´, rp`q ˆ z for the corresponding prp´, rp`q P RN and
z P C. By taking a split primitive one form α ‘ αC and a curve rl Ă N with ends at rp´
and rp`, one has
Eprp´, rp`q “ żrl ιN˚α “
ż
l
ιV˚1pα` αCq “ Epp´, p`q. (7.3)
where l “ rl ˆ z. This computation also applies to immersed points on bottlenecks of
V .
We now consider the index part. For the N ˆ γ case, a direct calculation gives
Indprp´, rp`q ` 1 “ Indpp´, p`q which implies the conclusion for N ˆ γ.
For an immersed Lagrangian cobordism with bottleneck ιV , let prp´, rp`q P RL1 be a
branch jump type at the bottleneck L1 Ă M ˆ tz1u, and denote pp´, p`q “ prp´, rp`q ˆ
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tz1u Ă RV . Let Tp˘ “ pdιV qpTp˘V q. We can write Tp˘ “ T v1 pp˘q ‘ T h1 pp˘q, where
T v1 pp˘q, T h1 pp˘q are the vertical part and the horizontal part in Tp˘V explained in Lemma
7.16. Since the quadratic complex volume form defining gradings splits, the grading
of Tp˘ and T
v
1 pp˘q determines a grading on T h1 pp˘q, denoted as θh˘. We claim that
IndppT h1 pp´q, θh´q, pT h1 pp`q, θh`qq “ 0 or 1.
Take a path lpp´, p`q Ă L1 ˆ tz1u with ends at p˘. lpp´, p`q induces a path of
graded Lagrangian subspace as above from the grading of V , which decomposes similarly
as before. The horizontal component lhpp´, p`q, as a path in Gr8lagpCq, is bounded within
the conic region on the plane specified by the bottleneck, which has to have index 0 or 1.
This index coincides with IndppT h1 pp´q, θh´q, pT h1 pp`q, θh`qq.
Therefore, we have
IndpTp´ , Tp`q “ Indprp´, rp`q ` pp´, p`q, pp´, p`q “ 0 or 1. (7.4)
Combining this with (7.3) the result follows.
7.2.5 Proof of Theorem 7.10
We now may prove the well-definedness of HF pιN,γ , ιV q and the invariance of admissible
isotopy. The usual proof sketched in Section 7.2.1 mostly applies: we study the boundary
moduli space of holomorphic strips with no branch jumps, ĂMpp´, p`, α “ H,Jq, for index
gap Indpp´q ´ Indpp`q “ 2; and ĂMmpp´, p`, α,Jsq, p´ P ιN,1 X ιV , p` P ιN,0 X ιV for an
admissible isotopy ιN,s and Indpp´q ´ Indpp`q “ 1 (for the chain homotopy, consider a
family version of latter moduli space with zero index gap). What we need to reconsider in
our situation is the compactification for these moduli spaces, and the absence of fishtails.
The compactness was essentially proved in 7.2.2, because the only part to address is
that the pinched ends are usually not cylindrical in an ordinary sense. But we showed in
Lemma 7.13 that any holomorphic curve in the above moduli spaces has to project into
ClpKq in the semi-admissible setting, hence reducing the problem to ordinary Gromov
compactness theorem.
For the fishtails, we have the following lemma for generic semi-admissible data:
Lemma 7.20. Let u be a stable curve on the boundary of a moduli space of the first two
kinds among curves of interests (Defimition 7.11). Suppose u consists of a single marked
strip u0 (possibly non-regular) with k (k ě 1) branch jumps, together with fishtail bubble
trees vj rooted at the branch jumps of u0. Then the index of u is at least three.
Proof. We first assume u0 is non-regular. By Lemma 7.14, a non-regular marked strip
from p´ to p` must lie on a bottleneck. Since the almost complex structure is product
like at the bottleneck and we choose it to be regular on fibers, this marked strip is regular
when viewed as a strip in pM,ωq (from rp´ to rp`). Therefore, calculated on M , Indprp´q´
Indprp`q ´řki“1 Indprαpiqq ` k´ 1 ě 0, where rαpiq are the branch jump marked points [5,
Corollary 5.6]. This implies
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Indpp´q ´ Indpp`q
“ Indprp´q ´ Indprp`q pLemma7.16q
ě
ÿ
pIndprαpiqq ´ 1q ` 1
ě 3
The sum of indices of u0 and vj equals Indpp´q ´ Indpp`q by definition, which is
at least three in turn. The proof when u is regular is a similar index computation and
easier.
For the definition and invariance of immersed Floer theory involving cobordisms, we
do not need to consider the moduli space with index gap 3 or higher. This implies we
recover the absence of fishtails for all relevant cases, hence concluding Theorem 7.10.
Proof of Theorem 7.9. We first make one observation. From the proof for semi-admissible
case, Lemma 7.17 already guarantees the Floer cohomology is well-defined (compare
Lemma 7.14) because the well-definedness does not involve any moving boundary con-
dition.
To show that the Lagrangian Floer cohomology is not only well-defined but also invari-
ant under admissible horizontal isotopy, a direct attempt would be to address the regularity
for marked strips with moving boundary conditions for Lemma 7.17 as in Lemma 7.14.
However, there is no obvious reason that it is true and we bypass this issue as follows.
If ιN,s is an admissible horizontal isotopy from ιN,0 to ιN,1 and J0,J1 are generic admis-
sible Floer data that computes the Floer cohomology for HF pιN,0, ιV q and HF pιN,1, ιV q,
then there is a generic choice of semi-admissible Js connecting J0 and J1 inducing a chain
map (which is also a chain homotopy) from CF pιN,0, ιV q to CF pιN,1, ιV q, by Theorem
7.10. The invariance under admissible horizontal isotopy is hence concluded.
7.2.6 Biran-Cornea’s cobordism exact sequence in the immersed setting
Theorem 7.21. Let ιV be an exact immersed Lagrangian cobordism with bottlenecks from
pιL1 , . . . , ιLkq to pιL1
k1
, . . . , ιL11q such that ιLi and all interior immersed points of ιpV q satisfy
Assumption (A) for all i, then for any cleanly immersed Lagrangian ιN which is not a
covering and satisfies the positivity assumption, we have
ConepCF pιN , ιL1q Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ CF pιN , ιLkqq – ConepCF pιN , ιL1
k1
q Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ CF pιN , ιL11qq
Proof. The main idea of the proof follows from [6, Theorem 2.2.1]. By [5], HF pιN , ιL1q is
invariant under Hamiltonian isotopy in M as long as (A) is satisfied. Therefore, we can
assume ιN intersect ιLi transversally at smooth points for all i, possibly after a Hamiltonian
perturbation of ιN . Similar restrictions applies also to L
1
j .
Let pγ be an admissible testing curve passing through only bottlenecks of L1j and qγ
passing through only bottlenecks of Li (eg. pγ “ γ0 and qγ “ γ1 in Figure 11). Then ιN,pγ
and ιN,qγ are admissible testing Lagrangian with clean self-intersection that are admissible
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horizontal isotopic. Also , we have ιN,pγ X V “ N X pL11 Y ¨ ¨ ¨ Y L1k1q and ιN,qγ X V “
N X pL1 Y ¨ ¨ ¨ Y Lkq.
By Theorem 7.9, for a generic admissible Floer data pH “ 0,Jq, the Floer cohomology
CF pιN,pγ , ιV q and CF pιN,qγ , ιV q are well-defined and chain homotopic, which we will identify
the two cochain complexes with an iterated mapping cone. It suffices to focus on ιN,qγ
below.
Note that all intersections ιN,qγ X V are contained in the bottlenecks and we consider
Floer strips between them. Note also that for any holomorphic strip u, from Lemma
7.13 one has BsppiC ˝ uqps0, 0q points upward or vanishes in the complex plane, as long as
piC ˝ ups0, 0q P BK.
This simple fact has two consequences. Firstly, if a strip u without branch jumps
does not have piC ˝ upRˆ t0uq being a constant, the two asymptotes of u are on different
bottlenecks and u contributes to the differential from the bottleneck of Li0 to Li1 for
some i0 ă i1. Consequently, if piC ˝ upR ˆ t0uq is a constant, then u completely lies on a
bottleneck by Lemma 7.18. and contributes to the differential from the bottleneck of Li
to itself for some i. This gives a filtration of CF pιN,qγ , ιV q.
Secondly, for two points p˘ P ιN,qγ X V that are on the bottleneck of Li, we have
that Indpp´q ´ Indpp`q is the same no matter viewing it as an intersection point of ιN,qγ
and V , or as that of ιN and ιLi by Lemma 7.16. Moreover, there is an obvious bijection
between Floer strips contributing to CF pιN,qγ , V q with both asymptotes on ιLi and Floer
strips contributing to CF pιN , ιLiq. Furthermore, these strips are all regular, as argued in
Lemma 7.16. As a result, the differential Bˇ of the chain complex CF pιN,qγ , V q is a lower
triangular matrix with the diagonal entries being Bi, the differential of CF pιN , ιLiq. The
result follows.
7.3 Immersed construction
In this subsection, we let L0 “ CPm2 Ă T ˚L0 be equipped with a grading. We want
to examine the Dehn twist long exact sequence for the complex projective space when a
Lagrangian L1 intersects L0 transversally at a point. We interpret the cone relation pre-
dicted by Huybrechts and Thomas geometrically using immersed Lagrangians cobordism.
Precisely, we want to show the existence of the following two immersed cobordisms
(1) from L0r´2s and L0 to an immersed sphere Sí,
(2) from Sí and L1 to τL0pL1q.
We start by constructing the immersed sphere Sí associated to a Lagrangian CP
m
2 in
a Weinstein neighborhood.
Lemma 7.22. Let x0 P L0 and D “ tx P L0|distpx0, xq “ piu “ CPm2 ´1. Let L´1 be
the graph of differential of hp¨q “ ´dist2p¨, x0q in T ˚L0 equipped with the induced grading
from L0.
Then Sí “ L´1r´1s#DL0 is a graded immersed Lagrangian sphere with RSí “
tpq´1, q0q, pq0, q´1qu, where q´1 and q0 are both x0 as a point on T ˚L0, while q´1 and
q0 comes from the branch L´1 and L0, respectively. Moreover,
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• Indpq´1, q0q “ ´1 (resp. Indpq0, q´1q “ m` 1), and
• Epq´1, q0q ă 0 (resp. Epq0, q´1q ą 0)
Proof. It is clear that L´1 intersect with L0 transversally at x0 and cleanly at D. The
calculation of index is similar to Example 4.6. Precisely, since x0 is maximum of hp¨q, we
have IndpL0|x0 , L´1|x0q “ m and IndpL´1|x0 , L0|x0q “ 0. On the other hand, D is the
minimum of hp¨q and D is of dimension m´ 2 so we have IndpL0|D, L´1|Dq “ m´ 2 and
hence IndpL´1|D, L0|Dq “ m. Note that, IndpL´1r´1s|D, L0|Dq “ m´ 1 so Lemma 4.12
implies that Sí is graded. It is clear that it is an immersed sphere with the only immersed
point at x0. The first bullet is also clear by the index computation before surgery, since
the grading remains unchanged outside the surgery site.
For the energy, we consider the canonical one form α on T ˚L0. Since L´1 is the graph
of dh, h is a primitive function of α|L´1 . Note that h attains its maximum at x0 and
minimum at D; also by Lemma 4.24, the value of the primitive function of L´1r´1s#DL0
decreases along the handle and the primitive function of L0 is a constant. Therefore,
when we apply the gluing of primitive functions as in Lemma 6.2, we have Epq´1, q0q ă 0.
Finally, we have Epq0, q´1q “ ´Epq´1, q0q ą 0.
We continue to use q0 (resp. q´1) to denote x0 regarded as on the L0 (resp. L´1)
branch of Sí.
Lemma 7.23. Let x0 P L0, Fx0 be the cotangent fiber at x0 and Sí as in Lemma 7.22.
We equip a grading to Fx0 such that IndpL0|x0 , Fx0 |x0q “ 0. Then there is a graded
Hamiltonian isotopy from Sír1s#q0Fx0 to τL0pFx0q.
Proof. By Lemma 4.11, we can perform a graded surgery Sír1s#νλFx0 for some small
λ. To understand Sír1s#νλFx0 we use Lemma 3.4 and the remark following it. One
considers a geodesic γptq on CPm{2 and takes a smooth lift on Sír1s#νλFx0 , starting from
Fx0 . This lift written as pγptq, fptqγ1ptqq clearly has no points with fpt0q “ ´fp2pi´ t0q (in
fact the only immersed point at x0 was resolved by the surgery). Therefore from Lemma
3.4 and Remark 3.5, we concluded the proof.
We consider a pinched perturbation of ιSíˆR which will be used to construct immersed
cobordism with bottleneck associated to the surgery in Lemma 7.23. Let q0, q´1 P Sm
be the points defined above. We define a bottleneck perturbation ιS∆ by the following
auxiliary data.
• Let rgR : RÑ R be a Morse function with a unique critical point which is a maximum
at x “ ´2 that is C1 small.
• Let rgS : Sm Ñ R be a non-negative function such that rgS “ 0 outside the δ
neighborhood of q´1 and rgS “ 1 inside the δ{2 neighborhood of q´1.
• Consider a Weinstein neighborhood N1 of Sm Ă T ˚Sm and N2 of R Ă C. ExtendrgR and rgS to a function rgS : N1 Ñ R and rgR : N2 Ñ R, respectively, by pulling back
from projection.
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• Extend the domain of ιSí to N1 to define symplectic immersion ιN1 : N1 Ñ T ˚L0.
Also let ιN2 : N2 Ñ C be the canonical symplectic embedding by the convention
z “ q ´ ip.
We then use the map ιN1 ˆ ιN2 : N1 ˆ N2 Ñ M ˆ C and define a time-one flow of
Sn ˆR by the product Hamiltonian rgRrgS be S∆ “ φrgRrgS pSm ˆRq Ă N1 ˆN2 and define
ιS∆ “ ιN1 ˆ ιN2 |S∆ .
Lemma 7.24. If the C1 norm of rgR is sufficiently small, ιS∆ is a pinched Lagrangian
immersion with a single transversal immersed point. One of the two branch jumps has
index m` 1 with positive energy, while the other has index 0 with negative energy.
Proof. In N1ˆN2, S∆ equals the graph of dp´rgRrgSq “ ´prgRdrgS`rgSdrgRq. When drgRpxq ą
0, or equivalently x ă ´2 , the fact that rgS ě 0 implies that ιS∆ has non-positive p-
coordinate in N2 and hence non-negative y-coordinate in pC, dx^dyq factor. In particular,
φrgRrgS pq´1, xq has positive y coordinate for any x ă ´2 while φrgRrgS pq0, xq has zero y-
coordinate because rgSpq´1q ą 0 and rgSpq0q “ 0. This means ιS∆pq´1, xq ‰ ιS∆pq0, xq
for all x ă ´2. When the C0 norm of rgR is sufficiently small, the vertical perturbation
(N1 direction) given by ´rgRdrgS is insignificant and we have ιS∆ |txă´2u is a Lagrangian
embedding. The same is true when x ą ´2 (See Figure 14). Finally, it is obvious that
there is exactly one transversal immersed point of ιS∆ when x “ ´2 since g2Rp´2q ‰ 0,
coming from the transversal immersed point of ιSí .
q−1 × R
q0 × R
(−2, 0)
pinched region
Figure 13: A pinched perturbation ιS∆ .
To calculate the energy, we may assume rgRp´2q “ 0 so that the immersed point is
pιSípq´1q,´2q “ pιSípq0q,´2q. Consider the product immersion pSmˆR, ιSí ˆ Idq with
the set of branch jump types
tppq´1, tq, pq0, tqq, ppq0, tq, pq´1, tqq|t P Ru
where Eppq´1, tq, pq0, tqq ă 0. The C0 control of rgR guarantee that Eppq´1,´2q, pq0,´2qq
remains negative after perturbation.
For the index part, the Lagrangian tangent plane at pq´1,´2q and pq0,´2q can be
simultaneously decomposed into M and C components. For the C-component, the in-
dex is nothing but IndppiCpφrgRrgS pq´1 ˆ Rqq, piCpq0 ˆ Rqq “ 1. Combining this with
the computation on fiber in Lemma 7.22, it follows that Indpq´1, q0q “ 0. The case
of Indpq0, q´1q “ m` 1 follows similarly.
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− ′
2
Fx0q−1 × R
q0 × R
− ′
2
Fx0q−1 × R
q0 × R
(0, 0)
(0, 0)
(−2, 0)
(−2, 0)
surgery
Figure 14: Projection of half of ιS∆#pFx0 ˆ iRq: part of q0 ˆ R is removed to glue the
green handle, which removes all immersed points from the cobordism.
Lemma 7.25. Let L0, x0 be as above, and L1 Ă pM,ωq be a Lagrangian that intersects
L0 transversally x0. Then there is an immersed Lagrangian sphere ιSí : S
m Ñ pM2m, ωq
and an immersed Lagrangian cobordism with bottleneck from ιSí and L1 to τL0pL1q.
Proof. Without loss of generality, we can assume M “ T ˚L0 and L1 “ Fx0 . We proceed
in a way similar to Lemma 6.1 using Sí#q0Fx0 obtained from Lemma 7.23.
We first illustrate the idea by constructing a “naive cobordism”. Consider ιSí ˆ R
and Fx0 ˆ iR in T ˚L0 ˆC. Then we perform Lagrangian surgery at q0 ˆ p0, 0q supported
in an 1-neighborhood of q0. The resulting Lagrangian whose fiber at p0, 0q is Sír1s#Fx0
and hence embedded (Precisely, the surgery is done on the branch L0 ˆ R of ιSí ˆ R).
We can cut this cobordism in half and do a Hamiltonian perturbation and extend the
cylindrical end as in Lemma 6.1. This Lagrangian immersion has all its immersed points
on the end ιSí ˆ pp´8,´1q ˆ t0uq because when  is small, the handle added does not
produce new immersed points. However, it is not yet an immersed Lagrangian cobordism
with bottleneck (the self-intersection is not clean). To make it an immersed Lagrangian
cobordism with bottleneck, we need to perturb this end by Lemma 7.24 before the surgery.
The actual construction of the cobordism, detouring a bit, starts from a perturbed
copy of ιSí ˆ R. We choose a smooth gR so that g1Rpxq ą 0 for x P p´8,´2q, g1Rpxq ă 0
for x P p´2,´ 12 q and gRpxq “ 0 for x ě ´1{2 and gS “ rgS as in Lemma 7.24. This
defines a pinched Lagrangian ιS∆ as in the first picture in Figure 14. Notice that gR “ 0
for x ě ´1{2 and gS “ 0 near q0, which implies that ιS∆ coincide with ιSí ˆ R for
x ě ´1{2 near q0ˆR. This allows us to perform Lagrangian surgery from ιS∆ to Fx0ˆ iR
at q0 ˆ p0, 0q whose fiber at p0, 0q being Sír1s#Fx0 .
The resulting surgery coincides with the naive cobordism near M ˆ p0, 0q, hence can
be extended to an actual cobordism as above. It is a cobordism with a single bottleneck
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at x “ ´2 by the fact that S∆ is pinched.
Corollary 7.26. Let L0, L1 Ă pM,ωq be as above. For any clean immersed Lagrangian
ιN : N Ñ pM,ωq satisfying the Assumption (A) which is not a covering, we have the long
exact sequence
¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ HF ˚pιN , ιSíq Ñ HF ˚pιN , L1q Ñ HF ˚pιN , τL0pL1qq Ñ . . .
Proof. By Lemma 7.22, ιSí satisfies the Assumption (A). Therefore, the result follows
by Theorem 7.21 and Lemma 7.25.
We also want an immersed Lagrangian cobordism from L0r´2s and L0 to ιSí .
Lemma 7.27. There is a graded immersed Lagrangian cobordism with bottleneck from
L10r´2s and L0 to ιSí.
Proof. Recall from the construction of a simple cobordism (Lemma 6.1), we constructed
a surgery of L10r´2s ˆR and Lˆ iR using the geodesic flow on the product. This surgery
clearly has a bottleneck at M ˆ p0, 0q (see the left of Figure 8). Therefore, by appro-
priate Hamiltonian isotopy on the C-factor alone, one may adjust the resulting surgery
Lagrangian submanifold into an actual immersed Lagrangian cobordism as desired (in this
case the part of surgery Lagrangian in the fourth quadrant will be isotoped to the part
outside K).
Corollary 7.28. For any clean immersed Lagrangian ιN : N Ñ pT ˚L0, ωq satisfying the
Assumption (A) which is not a covering, we have the long exact sequence
¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ HF ˚pιN , L0r´2sq Ñ HF ˚pιN , L0q Ñ HF ˚pιN , ιSíq Ñ . . .
8 Computations of connecting maps
While the theory of Lagrangian cobordism provides a convenient way of proving isomor-
phism of mapping cones, a general difficulty is to determine the connecting maps involved
in these cones. In the case of a simple cobordism such that L1&L2 “ tpu, one may adapt
the analysis of [12, Chapter 10] to find the actual count of the connecting map. In this
section, we explain how to “compute” some connecting maps through the following simple
algebraic fact.
Lemma 8.1. Given chain complexes A,B over a field K and c, c1 P hom0pA,Bq which
are closed. Assume that 0 ‰ t P K and rcs “ trc1s. Then conepcq is quasi-isomorphic to
conepc1q.
Proof. This is a straightforward verification by sending pa, bq P Ar1s ‘B to pa, tb` ηpaqq,
where η is a chain homotopy between c and tc1.
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Lemma 8.1 can be upgraded to a categorical level, for example, using Yoneda lemma.
This means the quasi-isomorphism type of a non-trivial mapping cone is determined by
the choice in PHom0pA,Bq. Hence, it suffices to compute the connecting morphisms up
to a rescaling factor when only the quasi-isomorphism type of the cone is concerned. In
particular, when rankpHom0pA,Bqq “ 1, the cone between A and B can have only one
quasi-isomorphism type that is not the direct sum. The following perturbation lemma will
be useful for excluding the direct sum.
Graph(df)
L2
L1p
Graph(df)
L1[1]#pL2
Figure 15: Resolving the degree zero intersection by surgery
Lemma 8.2. Let L1, L2 Ă M be a pair of Z-graded exact Lagrangian submanifolds.
Assume L1 X L2 “ D with index IndpL1|D, L2|Dq “ dimpDq “ k and the intersection
is clean. Let f : L1 Ñ R (resp. f : L2 Ñ R) be a Morse-Bott function which attains
maximum (resp. minimum) at D. Then the graph of df as a perturbation rL1 of L1 (resp.rL2 of L2) in a Weinstein neighborhood satisfies
rL1&pL1r1s#DL2q “ prL1&L1r1sqztDu,
and respectively, rL2&pL1r1s#DL2q “ prL2&L2qztDu,
are correspondence of intersections preserving degrees.
Proof. Pick a Weinstein neighborhoodW of L1 such that L2 can be identified as a conormal
bundle (Proposition 2.19). Let rL1 be the graph of df and identify rL1 as a Lagrangian in
W and hence in M . Pick a Darboux chart U Ă W centered at a point p P D such that
L1 is identified with Rn and L2 is identified with N˚Rk . The U can be chosen such that
f “ c
n´kř
i“1
x2i in the Darboux chart U for some small negative constant c and hence Rk is
the only critical submanifold of f in U .
Let L3 “ L1r1s#DL2, where the surgery takes place in U . We have Graphpdfq “
tpÝÑx , 2cÝÑx q|ÝÑx P Rnu in T ˚Rn “ U . On the other hand, the flow handle is given by
HD “ tpexppÝÑv q,ÝÑv q|ÝÑv P N˚Rku, where exp denotes the exponential map. Since c ă 0,
one sees that the two Lagrangians do not intersect in this Darboux chart U by checks on
signs. Since p P D is arbitrary, the flow handle does not intersect Graphpdfq.
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The perturbation rL2 is constructed similarly, except f is taken to have a critical
minimum submanifold along D on L2. We leave the details to the reader.
We exploit consequences of this simple fact. In the rest of this section all Lagrangians
will be assumed to be Z-graded and exact.
Corollary 8.3. (Surgery exact triangle) Let L1, L2 be graded exact closed embedded La-
grangians. Assume L1 X L2 “ D is connected such that IndpL1|D, L2|Dq “ dimpDq “ k
and the intersection is clean. Let L3 “ L1r1s#DL2. Suppose also that there is a Morse-
Bott function f : L1 Ñ R (or f : L2 Ñ R) such that f attains local maximum (resp.
minimum) exactly at D (ie. no points other than D attains a local maximum). Then
there is an exact triangle
L1
rDsÝÝÑ L2 Ñ L3 Ñ L1r1s
Proof. When D is a point, the exact triangle is known to Fukaya-Oh-Ohta-Ono [12] in its
cohomological version, and is a direct consequence of Biran-Cornea’s cobordism theory in
the categorical version. We focus on the derivation of the connecting map cs : L1 Ñ L2.
We assume f : L1 Ñ R attains local maximum exactly as D. The case for a Morse-
Bott function on L2 is similar. Since there is a Hamiltonian perturbation of L1 such that
CF 0pL1, L2q is of rank one, and hence HF 0pL1, L2q is at most rank one. By Lemma 8.1,
it suffices to show that the first connecting map is non-zero.
By Lemma 8.2 there is no degree zero element in CF prL1r1s, L3q (note: IndprL1|D, L1|Dq “
n´IndpL1|D, rL1|Dq “ 0 by Example 4.6). If the connecting map is zero, HF 0prL1r1s, L3q “
HF 0prL1r1s, L1r1sq ‘HF 0prL1r1s, L2q, which is at least rank one, so we arrive at a contra-
diction.
We now consider Seidel’s long exact sequence, which is slightly more involved. Consider
the exact triangle in FukpM ˆM´q.
Sn ˆ Sn cdÝÑ ∆ Ñ Graphpτ´1S q Ñ Sn ˆ Snr1s (8.1)
Since HF 0pSn ˆ Sn,∆q “ HF 0pSn, Snq “ K, we may apply Lemma 8.1. Considering
morphisms from L1 ˆ L2 yields
¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ HF ˚pL1ˆL2, SnˆSnq cdÝÑ HF ˚pL1ˆL2,∆q Ñ HF ˚pL1ˆL2, Graphpτ´1S qq Ñ . . .
The fact that the connecting map cd is non-zero can be verified by plugging L1 ˆ L2 “
Sn ˆ Sn and do a simple rank computation. Hence, the connecting map cd can be taken
as the multiplication with any non-zero element of HF 0pSn ˆ Sn,∆q.
To show that cd can be taken as the evaluation map, we give a proof of the following
lemma communicated to the second author by S. Mau, which is a simple instance of quilt
unfolding.
Lemma 8.4. Under the isomorphism HF ˚pL1 ˆ L2,∆q “ HF ˚pL1, L2q and HF ˚pL1 ˆ
L2,K ˆKq “ HF ˚pK,L2q bHF ˚pL1,Kq, the homomorphism
HF ˚pL1 ˆ L2,K ˆKq µ
2pe¯K ,¨qÝÝÝÝÝÑ HF ˚pL1 ˆ L2,∆q (8.2)
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is identified with the evaluation map HF ˚pK,L2q b HF ˚pL1,Kq Ñ HF ˚pL1, L2q. Here
e¯K P HF 0pK ˆ K,∆q is the image of the fundamental class under the isomorphism
HF ˚pK,Kq Ñ HF ˚pK ˆK,∆q
Proof. The homomorphism 8.2 is obtained by counting quilted surfaces in the shape of
the left of Figure 16. Splitting the shaped region from the quilted surface, the rest of
M M
=
eK
a
∆
K ×K
L1 L2
a
K K
L1 L2
Figure 16: Unfolding of cd
the surface is equivalent to counting holomorphic curves shown in the right of Figure 16,
where the evaluation at a point a is constrained by the output from the shaded region.
The latter is given by rigid quilted cylinders shown on the left of Figure 17, which is in
turn equivalent to the holomorphic section on the right. This shows a “ eK , meaning the
K ×K
∆
M M
eK
a
unfold
K KM M
a
eK
=
M
K K
eK
eK
Figure 17: Unfolding of the shaded region
constraint is only decorative. A standard gluing thus concludes the lemma.
A similar application of Lemma 8.1 and quilt unfolding also gives an explicit description
of cf : HF
˚pfq Ñ HF ˚pfpSnq, Snq in (6.1) (this is the composition with c in (8.1)).
Consider holomorphic half-strips u : Rě0 ˆ r0, 1s Ñ pM,Jq for suitable choice of Floer
data, with the following boundary conditions
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$’’&’’%
up0, tq P Sn
fpups, 1qq “ ups, 0q
lim
sÑ`8ups, tq “ x P Fixpfq.
Rigid counting of these holomorphic half-strips defines a chain map COf : CF pfq Ñ
CF pfpSnq, Snq. To show that rCOf s is identified with cf , consider the unfolding shown in
Figure 18 for l “ ups, 1q. Hence we showed that:
Corollary 8.5. cf “ rCOf s.
Graph(f)
Sn × Sn
∆
eK
unfolding
Graph(f)
Sn
=
Sn
lf(l)
x ∈ Fix(f)
Figure 18: The unfolding of cf
In the last two corollaries we consider the case of CPn-twists. However, the reader
should use caution here: they only hold in situations that we may upgrade Corollary 7.28
and 7.26 to the categorical level. While we believe this is true in general, we have not
developed sufficient tools in the current paper to claim it as a theorem. Nonetheless, we
still include them here to make our discussions complete.
Corollary 8.6. Assuming Corollary 7.28 can be upgraded to a categorical cone. Let
S “ CPm2 and Sí be the immersed sphere in Lemma 7.22. Let 0 ‰ rhs P HF 2pS, Sq.
Then there is a long exact sequence for any N
¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ HF ˚pN,Sr´2sq µ2prhs,¨qÝÝÝÝÝÑ HF ˚pN,Sq Ñ HF ˚pN,Síq Ñ . . .
Proof. Since HF 0pSr´2s, Sq “ K ¨ rhs, in view of Corollary 7.28 and Lemma 8.1, it suffices
to prove that the connecting map is non-zero. In other words, we want to show that
HF ˚pN,Sr´2sq‘HF ˚pN,Sq ‰ HF ˚pN,Síq for some N . It follows directly by taking N
to be an appropriate perturbation of S, so that CF ˚pN,Síq has rank equal to two.
Corollary 8.7. Assume Corollary 7.26 can be upgraded to a categorical cone. Let S “
CP
m
2 , L and N be embedded exact Lagrangians in M . Assume S&L “ tpu and IndpS|p, L|pq “
0. Let Sí be the immersed sphere in Lemma 7.22 constructed by x0 “ p.
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Denote the two generators as q0 P CF 0pSí, Lq and q´1 P CF´1pSí, Lq which are both
geometric point tpu. Then there is a long exact sequence for any N
¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ HF ˚pN,Síq µ
2prq0s,¨qÝÝÝÝÝÑ HF ˚pN,Lq Ñ HF ˚pN, τSpLqq Ñ . . .
Proof. First of all, we want to show thatHF ˚pL, Síq ‰ 0. Note that, we haveHFm`2pL, Sr´2sq “
HFmpL, Sq “ K ¨ rp_s and HFm`2pL, Sq “ 0. By Corollary 8.6, we have
¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ HFm`1pL, Síq Ñ HFm`2pL, Sr´2sq µ
2prhs,¨qÝÝÝÝÝÑ HFm`2pL, Sq Ñ . . .
which shows that HF´1pSí, Lq “ pHFm`1pL, Síqq_ “ K ¨ rq´1s. In particular, q0 and
q´1 are both cocycles since they are the only generators. It also follows that
HF ˚pSí, Lq “
#
K, ˚ “ ´1, 0
0, otherwise
(8.3)
both HF 0pSí, Lq and HF´1pSí, Lq have rank one. From Lemma 8.1 again the only
thing to show is the non-vanishing of the connecting map cp P Hom0pSí, Lq.
Choose N “ rL to be the perturbation of L as in Lemma 8.2, we have a graded
identification of intersection points rL X pτSpLqztq´1uq “ prL X Lqztpu, none of which has
degree ě m. Note that our situation slightly differs from 8.2 since Sí has two branches
of intersections at p and the same proof there removes the intersection q0 but q´1 sur-
vives (Figure 19). We now have IndprL|q´1 , τSpLq|q´1q “ IndpL|q´1 , L´1|q´1q “ m and
hence CFmprL, τSpLqq “ K ¨ q´1 so the cohomology has at most rank one. However,
HFmprL, Sír1sq ‘ HFmprL,Lq “ HF 0pSír1s, Lq ‘ HFmpL,Lq has rank two. There-
fore, one cannot have a short exact sequence in degree n so the connecting map is non-
vanishing.
Graph(df)
L˜
L0 − branchp0
Graph(df)
τCPm/2
L−1 − branch
p1
Figure 19: Resolving the degree zero intersection by surgery with Sí
9 Categorical point of view
9.1 CPn-twist and Pn-objects
We recall the definition of Pn-objects from both A-side and B-side.
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Definition 9.1 ([15], Definition 1.1). Let X be a smooth projective varieties. An object
E P DbpXq is called a Pn-object if E b ωX – E and Ext˚pE , Eq is isomorphic as a graded
ring to H˚pPn,Cq.
From here Huybrechts and Thomas defined an autoequivalence of DbpXq. This is the
Fourier-Mukai functor induced by the following iterated mapping cone in DbpXq
ConepConepE_ b Er´2s Ñ E_ b Eq Ñ O∆q. (9.1)
We will not pursue the connecting maps in (9.1) in this paper, but the readers should
consult [15] in case of interests. On the A-side, one has the following notion of CPn-objects
(and similarly for RPn,HPn-objects) in A8-categories.
Definition 9.2 ([14], Definition 3.1). A CPn-object (resp. RPn,HPn-object) in A is a
pair pV, hq for V P ObpAq and h P hom:pV, V q such that
(1) µ1phq “ 0 and HompV, V q – Krhs{hn`1 as a graded ring,
(2) There is a map
ş
: Hom!pV, V q Ñ k such that for any X P A, the bilinear map
Hom!´kpX,V q bHomkpV,Xq Ñ Hom!pV, V q Ñ K is non-degenerate.
Here, : “ 2, 1, 4, respectively, for CPn, RPn and HPn. ! “ 2n, n, 4n, respectively, for
CPn, RPn and HPn.
A typical example of CPn-object is given by an exact Lagrangian CPn in FukpMq
for an exact symplectic manifold M . In [15] it is conjectured that the Lagrangian CPn-
twist is mirror to a Pn-twist in the derived category of the mirror variety. Based on this
speculation, [14] constructed an algebraic version of the CPn-twist in A8 category and
conjectured that is exactly the auto-equivalence induced by a Lagrangian CPn-twist. Our
main result in this direction is to confirm this conjecture up to determination of connecting
maps in an exact symplectic manifold M .
Theorem 9.3. Given a Lagrangian CPn “ S Ă M (resp. RPn,HPn). The auto-
equivalence induced by Lagrangian S-twist is equivalent to the following iterated cone in
the category of funpFukpMq,FukpMqq
ConephompS,´q b Sr´:s Ñ hompS,´q b S Ñ idFukpMqq.
where : “ 2, 1, 4, respectively, for CPn, RPn and HPn. The corresponding cone in the
bimodule category BimodpFukpMqq also holds.
Proof. The construction from Lemma 3.8, grading consideration from Lemma 4.20, 4.21
and the main theorem in [7] implies a quasi-isomorphism of iterated cones in FukpMˆM´q
ConeppS ˆ Sqr´:s Ñ S ˆ S Ñ ∆M q – Graphpτ´1S q.
The desired assertion is simply the image of this equality under the M’au-Wehrheim-
Woodward functor Φ. The counterpart in the bimodule category follows replacing the
functor Φ by the functor G (See the end of Section 5).
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Similarly, by replacing Lemma 3.8 with Lemma 3.10, Lemma 4.20 and 4.21 with Lemma
4.22, we have
Theorem 9.4. Given a projectively coisotropic manifold C Ă M . The auto-equivalence
induced by family projective-twist is equivalent to the following iterated cone in the category
of funpFuk#pMq,Fuk#pMqq
Conep rCr´:s Ñ rC Ñ idFuk#pMqq.
where : “ 2, 1, 4, respectively, if the projective fiber is CPl, RPl and HPl.
We remark that the functor rC should be regarded as the composite of the functors
Ct : Fuk#pMq Ñ Fuk#pBq and C : Fuk#pBq Ñ Fuk#pMq.
9.2 Long exact sequences as cones of functors/bimodules
We may recapitulate results from Section 6 on the functor level. Recall that Seidel proved
the following categorical version of Theorem 6.4 in [26] to Theorem 1.3.
Ñ hompSn, Lq b Sn evÝÑ LÑ τSnL r1sÝÑ (9.2)
This result can be considered as a consequence of our previous results in two equivalent
point of views as functors and bimodules. The first one is straightforward given the M’au-
Wehrheim-Woodward’s A8-functor Φ (5.3).
Given our cobordism construction, Corollary 3.7, Corollary 4.19 and Lemma 6.1, and
combining with the main result from [7], we indeed have a cone in FukpM ˆMq
Sn ˆ pSnq´ Ñ ∆ Ñ Graphpτ´1Sn q
r1sÝÑ . (9.3)
Hence, under Φ this turns into a cone of functors
hompSn,´q b Sn Ñ IdTwFukpMq Ñ ΦτSn r1sÝÑ (9.4)
or, if a compactly supported symplectomorphism φˆ id is applied to the cobordism, the
resulting cone reads
hompφpSnq,´q b Sn Ñ Φφ Ñ ΦτSn˝φ
r1sÝÑ (9.5)
Evaluating (9.4) at any object L Ă FukpMq hence recovers (9.2), while further evalu-
ating another object gives the cohomological version Theorem 6.4. Corollary 6.5 follows
from (9.5) considering the morphisms to the identity functor in simple cases. For the
family Dehn twist Lemma 3.10, we may also interpret it as a cone of functors, but we need
to go to general Lagrangian correspondence framework: by the time of writing, it is not
clear the functor induced by rC has target reduced to the derived Fukaya category even
for spherically coisotropic manifolds.
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9.3 Categorical automorphisms of ADE-singularities
In this section, we investigate the compactly supported symplectomorphisms of Milnor
fibers W of an ADE-singularity in a categorical point of view. In other words, we are
interested in the image of the natural homomorphism SympcpW q Ñ AutpFukpW qq. The
goal is to show that
Theorem 9.5. For any compactly supported symplectomorphism φ P SympcpW q, Φφ P
DpiAutpFukpW qq is split generated by compositions of Dehn twists along the standard
vanishing cycles.
Here DpiAutpFukpW qq is considered the image in FunpDpiFukpW q, DpiFukpW qq in-
duced by compactly supported symplectomorphisms. More precisely, a symplectomor-
phism induces an A8 autoequivalence on FukpW q, and DpiAutpFukpW qq consists of the
split closure of the image of such autoequivalences under the following functor (see [26,
(1.10)])
HpfunpFukpW q,FukpW qqq Ñ FunpHpFukpW qq, HpFukpW qqq.
We start by considering a slightly more generalized situation. Recall that a weighted
homogenous polynomial q satisfies qpλβ1z1, . . . , λβnznq “ λβqpz1, . . . , znq for some integers
pβ;β1, . . . , βnq. Then q : Cn Ñ C has an isolated singularity at p0, 0q, and the nearby
fibers are called the Milnor fiber of the weighted homogeneous singularity Wq.
Seidel [23][26] studied the symplectic nature of Wq through its monodromy around
0 P C as follows. Consider q´1pD2p1qzt0uq, one may choose a symplectic connection which
is trivial near infinity in the fibers. This induces a monodromy f P SympcpWqq by parallel
transport around the origin, which decomposes into a sequence of Dehn twists along
Lagrangian spheres tLiuli“1 by perturbing q into a Lefschetz fibration. The Lagrangian
spheres Li are indeed the vanishing cycles of this Lefschetz fibration.
It is shown in [23] that the iterate fβ|U “ idrkqs|U . Here kq “ 2pβ ´řβiq P Z and
U Ă Wq is a compact set which can be chosen arbitrarily large by varying the choice of
symplectic connections. In the rest of the section we further assume thatÿ
βi ‰ β.
The following observation allows one to show that tLiuli“1 split generates DpiFukpWqq,
the Fukaya category generated by compact Lagrangian branes.
Lemma 9.6 ([26], (5e)). Let C be a twisted complex split generated by objects L1, . . . , Ll,
and there is an exact triangle
C Ñ L tÝÑ Lrαs Ñ Cr1s
for some perfect complex L and α P Zzt0u. Then L1, . . . , Ll split generate L.
The lemma follows from part of the octahedron axiom, which asserts that the cone of
the composition
trdαs ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ trαs ˝ t : LÑ Lrpd` 1qαs (9.6)
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is generated by shifted copies of C. The boundedness assumption on L then implies
the vanishing of (9.6) when d is large enough, as desired.
Now take the vanishing cycles Li involved in the monodromy f for Wq. From (9.4),
there is an equality of twisted complexes
Φfβ˝φ – ConepCÑ Φφq.
Here C is an iterated cone formed by functors of the form Φ
LiˆrLi , where rLi is a
Lagrangian sphere differed from Li by φ
´1 and a composition of twists by vanishing
cycles.
We note that although fβ ‰ idrkqs as a symplectomorphism, Φfβ “ idrkqs as auto-
equivalences on FukpWqq (while the case will be drastically different when wrapped version
is considered). This still does not put us back to the framework of Lemma 9.6: it is unclear
that H0phomFukpWqqpΦφ,Φφrdsqq “ HHdpFukpWqqq “ 0 for a symplectomorphism φ and
large d in our case, and the naive expectation that rankpHH˚pFukpV qqq ă 8 does not
always hold for a Stein manifold V (this was pointed out to the authors by Nick Sheridan).
The good news is, the zeroth order term of arbitrary natural transformation in homFukpWqqpΦφ,Φφrdsq
necessarily vanishes in 0-th cohomology. More precisely, a natural transformation T P
hom0pF,Gq consists of a sequence T “ pT 0, T 1, . . . q, where T 0 P hom0pFX,GXq.
When F “ id and G “ pfβqd and d is large, 0 ” rT 0s P Hom0pHpFq, HpGqq. This is
equivalent to the statement that HF 0pL,Lrdkqsq “ 0 for any compact Lagrangian brane
when dkq ą n. As a result, we do have an exact triangle in DpipAutpFukpWqqqq
CÑ Φφ 0ÝÑ Φφrds Ñ Cr1s (9.7)
which implies functors ΦLˆL1 split generate DpipAutpFukpWqqqq by Lemma 9.6, where
L is one of the vanishing cycle and L1 is a Lagrangian sphere. We could further reduce L1
to a vanishing cycle as well.
Lemma 9.7. If tLiu split generate FukpW q for any Stein manifold W , any functor of
the form ΦK0ˆK1 is split generated by ΦLˆL1.
Proof. We recall from [13, 2.5] (see [25] for the A8-module version) that, given an A8-
categories A,B,C and a pB,Cq-bimodule P, the convolution ΓP : M ÞÑ P bBM defines a
dg-functor from pA,Bq ´mod to pA,Cq ´mod.
For the geometric situation at hand, consider FukpWqq´mod as pFukpWqq,kq-bimodules,
and let PL “ YlL, the image of L under the left Yondeda embedding Il. We then obtain
the following composition of A8 functors
FukpWqq I
rÝÑmod-FukpWqq ΓPLÝÝÑ BimodpFukpWqqqˆ
G˚ÝÑFukpWq ˆWqqˆ ΦÝÑ funpFukpWqq,FukpWqqq.
Here BimodpWqqˆ Ă BimodpWqq denotes the subcategory generated by bimodules of
shape YlK bk YrK1 .
A consequence is that, a cone L1 Ñ L2 Ñ L3 r1sÝÑ L1r1s in FukpWqq is mapped to a
cone of functor ΦLˆL1 Ñ ΦLˆL2 Ñ ΦLˆL3 r1sÝÑ ΦLˆL1r1s, which concludes the lemma.
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Corollary 9.8. DpipAutpFukpWqqqq is split generated by ΦLˆL1, where L and L1 are van-
ishing cycles.
Proof. Now we may apply the theorem by Seidel [23][26] that any compact exact La-
grangian sphere in Wq is split generated by vanishing cycles. This decomposes arbitrary
ΦK0ˆK1 into functors of the form ΦLˆL1 for L,L1 are both vanishing cycles by Lemma 9.7.
Now Theorem 9.5 is an immediate consequence: for any two vanishing cycles L and L1
in the An-Milnor fiber, there is a composition of Dehn twists TL,L1 along vanishing cycles
sending L to L1 up to Hamiltonian isotopy. Therefore, T´1L,L1 and τL ˝T´1L,L1 generate ΦLˆL1 .
The extension to D and E-type singularties was pointed out to us by Ailsa Keating: in
fact, one may conclude the same result for weighted homogeneous singularities for which
the smoothing is a plumbing of T ˚Sn according to a simple graph. To see this, one notices
that the only place we need to specialize to An-type Milnor fiber is to prove the existence
of TL,L1 . But for simple graph plumbings, one may always find an An-subgraph connecting
L and L1 and use the composition of Dehn twists there.
Remark 9.9. Ailsa Keating and Ivan Smith also suggested Theorem 9.5 should hold for
an even larger class of singularities. In particular, the conclusion holds provided that the
discriminant locus in the miniversal deformation base is irreducible. In this case, as ex-
plained to us by Denis Auroux, the fundamental group of the discriminant complement is
normally generated by a single meridian, which can be translated back to the language of
TL,L1. However, the authors do not know whether this class includes all weighted homoge-
neous singularities.
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